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This thesis describes aT], attempt to develop a causal analysis of

the concept of job satisfaction by answering t:.r..e question: "What is jeb

satisfaction?" Two o:::xnpeting approaches have been identified in 'tJ"l.e

literature. Firstly, a socio-technical approach which argues that t.r:e

technological frar.e"lOrk of an enterprise is a furldam::.ltal det.eJ:mi.'1aIlt of

what an anployee Coes at vJOrk and the arrount of ir..terest and satisfaction

he derives fran his job. Although, the i.:UFOrtance of .l;his approach is

acknowledged, the aut..;or contends that, it fails t:o take account of a

worker's orientation to TNOrk which detennines llgLQ§ J::lerceives tr..e job

situation and those rewards he will value.

1'>11 alternative approach, the social action approac.'1, vmch provides

the fraIrS>.'Ork for this thesis o:mtends t..'Jat, in order to understand t..lJe

causal basis of job sat.isfac-..ion, the way a ~rker orders his wants and

expectation relative to the anployrrent situation, should be the most

i.np:>rtcmt indeper..dent variable that a sociological pe.rspectiv"e should

advance in any theoretical rrodel of job satisfaction. Tbis conceptualisa

tion ga"v"e rise to the hytx'thesis that; "Job Satisfaction is a ~sitive

function of t..'1e attairnnent of w:)rk values. The rrore iJnFor-...ant the value,

the rcore strongly T..nll job satisfaction depend on its :6..l1fillrnent".

Although tr.e hYFOt.l-J.esis was sUPl:Qr-...ed, work-value congn:e..TlC'i

explains only 8 ;:ercent of the variati011 in job satisfa.ction. Moreover ,

i't "'"'as not able to affect the relationship bebIee.'1 t..~hnclogy and jcb
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satisfaction which indicates that the soc:io-tec:hni.cal awroach might

hold I'lDre explanatory power. 'lhi.s was explained as a result of the

J1BaSU1:'E!Il&1 of orientation to wont lackinq CX4'1StrUct validity. In

omer to provide support for the social action awmach it is suggested

that future researchers should adhere to BennetIS adm:mi.tion that IX)

single nethod should be used to neasure orientation to work.
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CHAPl'ER ONE

El1ERGEN:'E OF THE PROBLEM AND REVIEW OF THE LI'IERATtJRE

For over forty years, ti'..e concept of jab satisfaction has been

a topic of research and debate in the behavioral ar.d social sciences and

can be fotmd in different traditions. These include (a) ninetee..l'1th and

twentieth century Marxist theory with its preoccupation with t.'1e plight

of the \',Orker and the prcblem of alienation in L'1dustrial-capitalist w-ork

settings; 1 (b) non-Harxist cofl..ceptualisations of the concept of alienation

and its relationship to technology;2 and (c) orga."'lisational sociology and

psychology with its concern for worker satisfaction and rrotivation as a
1

vehicle for increased productivity and organisational effectiveness.-

The present study which is a continuation of the third tradition is an

attempt to develop a conceptualisation of job satisfaction which will

highlight the causal mechanisms underlying the concept.

As a major variable, job satisfaction has t.ec..-n used as bot..;' an

indepp..nCent and dep:mdent variable based on the hyr,:ct.."lesised relationship

between employee satisfaction and organisational aff~~veness t.~ough

job satisfaction is not t..~e only \-~iable. However, L'1 spite of t."'le lack

of consensus on the link between jcb satisfaction and organisational

effectiv"eness it is t."'le opinion of the author that as a variable, jcQ_

satisfaction is worthy of sttrly. As soon as worker satisfaction becares

the conCenl of tiI..e behavioral scientist , it is necessary to ask, "what

is job satisfaction, and what are the sources of jcb satisfacticn witJ.'1i.n

an organisation and why"? The purpose of this chapter is to trace the

1
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ercergence of job satisfaction as a problem and to review and evaluate the

two currently daninant approaches to the interpretation of ~rk attitudes

and job behavior.

Job satisfaction as a problematic dates back to the Human

Relations School. This ll'Ovanent which cane into praninence during the

Thirties had as its central argument the view of social man seeking

satisfaction primarily by rranbership of stable ~rking groups. Tr.e

t"1esteJ::l Electric Studies which were to provide an elanent of humanism

into the organisation of the ~rkplace began as a study of illumination,

then incentives and rest pauses on productivity. Through interviews with

over 20, 000 ~rkers, these studies pointed out the importance of the

infoIInal group and supervisory practices in shaping the attitudes,

feelings and perfonnance of employees. Basically, the ~rker was s~
_ ••__ .... ~..A .... -.... • ,-.

as having econanic, social and psychological needs all of wi".ich had to---
be satisfied in ~rk.4

Muc.~ of contemporary ingustrial sociology has focused, and still

does f6cus,. on the nature of aIL individual's reaction to the work situation.

Consequently, behavioral and attitudinal responses by t.~ individual

employee have been studied extensively in tems of such variables as

prcductivity, turnover aT1d job satisfaction. This rreasuranent of what

t:eople do on their jcbs and hCM they feel and think about it has been

accanpanied by a search for causal factors.

In his semL'1al book, BlalIDer focused on the concept of alienation

or cissatisfaction and attributed it to the type of technological situation

in whic.~ the worker fi..".o.s himself. He argued that what he calls st...-uctural

differentiation within industry has led to a situation where "The industrial
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systan distributes alienation unevenly arrong its blu~collar labour force

just as our econanic system distributes its i..T1cane tll'levenlyll. 5
The rrost

ilntxJr+-o-ant distinguishing feature which gave industry its distinctive

feature in Blauner' s view was technology. On this basis, he argued that,

differences in tec1]r.ology largely accotll'lt for differences in tr..e degree--" ------ _.- -
of alienation arrong t.l-J.e work force.

F..owever, Blauner was not oblivious to the influence of i.mperSOl'"'.al

factors when he asserted ti'..at II ••• despite my emphasis on impersonal factors,

this study does not follow a totally detenninistic approach••• the

charac+....er of the labour force in particular industries and the personalities

of individual employees influence their subjective and behavioral responses

to objectively alienating conditions ll •6 This realisation should have

pranpted Blauner to focus on the way in which personal factors (orientation

to. w-ork) rrediate bet,veen the individu;il and technology, but he failed to

adequately develop such analysis in his subsequent chapters.

Operating in a different frarrework, Goldthorpe et. ale have

acknCMledged the importance of technology in influencing job satisfaction,

but argued t..'1a.t technology per se cannot influence job satisfaction. In

an analysis of what Goldthorpe called IIdevia.."'lt case ll he arg'.:led:

"Most previous writers we would suggest have
tended to over-simplify the problar.s of tNOrkers '
response to the stresses and constraints of
assenbly line technology (and have tended to
assurre greater unifonnity in this respect
than tends to be the case) because t.'1ey have
left out of account one .important variable;
!hat is, the orientat4-ons which men bring to
their employment .;m,d wi"..ich mediate beU.veen-
the objective features of the work situation
9I'..d workers' actual experience of, and
reaction to, this situationll . 7

Goldthorpe arg'.led further that the starting point fOlr an explanation of
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job satisfaction did not lie with the techr.ology, which was to be seen

as a limiting factor, the :i.mI:x:>rtance of which would vary accordi...'1g to

the workers I perception of the situation "but rather with the order.ings
----~---~,vr'l-.- 'jO :"': , ;z..... .."" •.-,_.- .....

oJn_\'@11~ ~_~~t.!Q~ .._;e~~~~v.e. ~ ~rk ~ '4th ~e meani.!1g, thus

. rk" 8g~ven to wo __ '~.. •

T'nus, there is naN a debate arcong iI1dustrial soc~ologists as b

which of these two variables - technology or orientation to work holds

I!!?rE? e."<Planato~y pqwer in explaining jOb attitudes and .behavior.in the

organisation.

THE SOCIo-TECHNICAL APPROl\Oi:

Advocates of the socio-technical approac...~ argue that the tools

and nachines of production are a prirrary det.ezrni.nant of .....-ork attit:udes

and jab behavior because they stnlcture tJ1e tasks which workers ~fonn;

that is to say the technological frart'..a.;ork of an enterprise is a

fundarrental det.ezrni.nant of what employees do at work, how they do it and

the a1iCtmt of interest and satisfaction they cerive fran their jobs. 'rhus,

ac.vccates of this approach are concerned with an elclJoration cf t.."le

consequences of different types of technolc..~.l fer jcb satisfacticn3I1d

v.JOrk group behavior.

Underlying the approach of ti'J.s scl100l are certa.:..."1 ontological

assumptions about the nature of rran and his needs protx=>unded by philosophers,

sociologists and psycr-.ologists. Scholars such as ~.:azx, !~lo.l ar.d

Herzberg have been prirrarily interested in what man is capable of becani.ng

and it was basically against those features of 30ciety which have prevented

rran fran achieving Marx I s vision of creative individuals that l'..is

critique is levelled. Of these, it is throuqh productive activity t:'12-t
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individuals develop their self-realisation as hunan beings. Man's

alienation in Marx's view is expressed in the fact that the forces,

products and creatioI'.5 of man which should be extensions of his

personality and therefore should serve directly to enrich it are split

off fran man as they cane to acquire an independent status and eventually

dc:rninate him. 9 Thus certain types of technolcgies or relations in which

those technologies are put to use preV""-!lt man's self-realisation.

Operating in a different framework, ~..aslcw fonm.l1.ated a need-

hierarchy theory in which he postulated certain concrete needs t.i-}at must

be satisfied if individuals are to be job satisfied and rrotivated. The

esteem ~ the need for self-ac;tualisation~ ~re imp:>rtant to his need

categories is the process by which each need category is activated. To

Maslow t..'1ese need categories exist in a hierarchy of prepotency such

that higher order needs are less important than lower or rrore basic needs.

This irrplies that the emergence of another higher order need depeP..ds

on the satisfaction of the lower-level needs whose i.rnt:x:>rtance decreases

on its satisfaction. HCMever, in !-1aslow's view satisfaction of these

prep:>tent needs would not be enough to erase a feeling of discontent

t:I'~ess the individual is doing what he is fitted for; a need which he
___ .._ ... r • .....

calls self-actualisation. L"'l his l,.,ord.,; "A musicie.Il must make m....lsic, an

a...-tist must paint, a poet ImlSt writs :"f he is to be ultirrately happy.

What a :r.'arl caT). be he must be. This need -de call self-actualisa'ticn" .10

Deriving fran ?1aslow's fonnulation, Her....J::erg pointed out t.'lat t..~e

nature of work t..'"lat enployees perform is basic to tb.E: fulfil1rrent of their

self-actualisation need. The search for causality until recently has been

concentrated on eveu:yt.tU.ng except t.~e task elEmP.nts and c'"laracteristics
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associated wit..~ the job itself. Herzberg's fiJlding indicated the need

to direct efforts at task elerrents because he fourn factors intrinsic to

the job are rrcre important in determining the bffiavioral and attitudinal

- k 11responses or \<ior ers.

Thus following t.~ work of these sc.~olars it is being argued t.~at

the nature of the job that an employee performs is an important factor in

determining whether he experiences satisfaction or Cissatisfact.ion in his

work. Advocates of the socio-technical approach a...---gue tl'..at job sats-

fac.."tion is differentially distribut-.~ by th~ extent to which the

technological demand of particular jcb situation provides opportu."'lities

for the self-actualisation I".eeds of ~rkers. Expressed schematically

the argurrent of the technological school could be represent...od t.l-J.us:

FIG. 1.1

/ ALIENATICN

'lE01NQICG¥:.------7) JOB CHARACI'EPJ:STICS

~ JOB SATISF1>..cTION

STw"DIES OF 'lEE ASSEMBLY-LJ:}.J~

~ating in t.he frarrework of the technological school Wal.1<er a.,.iC:

Guest stu:lied asserri::>ly-line work and the satisfactions that autc.rrobile

v-.orkers derive fran their jobs. A represe..~tative sample of 180 workers

were interviewed in their heroes with a sc.."ledule designed to elicit

info.tmation a1:out attitudes and opi..."'lions about t.~r jobs, working

conditior.5, pay and prc:.m::ltions. The authors were of the opinion that

besides creating a higher standard of living, xre.c..ru.-,es and the rnethcds
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of organising IreIl around them, have created a new situation for m:x1ern

nan and it was this envirorment which ti'..e authors sought to explore.

They hypothesised that the assanbly-line is the classic symbol of the

subjection of nan to the machine in the industrial age and set out to

define the characteristics of auto assembly ~rk. They listed these as:

machine-paced, the use of predetennined techniques, repetitious and

minute subdivision of the product which calls for only a li!ni.ted degree

of attention so that the work can be done autanatically. Horeover,

~rkers do not work in groups or teams rather each pe.-.-rfonns an i...'1dividual

task. These characteristics, according to the aut.~ors, apply :rrainly to

the i.rrmediate content of the worker I s job and that any study of jab

satisfaction wi".ich anitted such factors would be of little value. Thus

their goal was to inquire into the nature of job satisfaction and to seek

the effects of the nature of the production system (technology) on the

job satisfaction of t.~ir sample.

In their findings, t..~e authors reported that 80% of the workers

liked ti'..eir job for its econanic benefits. They also found correlations

between short absences and the "mass production characteristics II of

jobs on the assanbly line. Absenteeism was found to be highest on the

jobs that required the least skill, were rrost repetitive and 'Nhich gave

workers the least chance to express themselves. Technology in the v'"i.ew

of the authors is a potential source of worker deprivation ar.:d dissatis

faction.

In their study, Walker and Guest like other advocates of the

technological approach had an i.IPage of what an ideal job is and t.~ needs

of human beings. Thus, certain types of technology are said to be ideal
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to the extent to which it satisfies or provides opportunities for the

self-actua1isation needs of \<X)rkers. Such explanations of worker

attitudes on the basis of the dehumanizing nature of technology with

which they \<X)rk is inadequate because it is not all \<X)rkers who seek to

satisr.l the need far self-actualisation in work. They rercarked that "In

all of this classification of the autarobile assanbly-line workers' job

have clearly been concerned not with an engineering analysis but with

factors which have an effect on satisfaction or dissatisfaction, with

the :iIrIrediate job. Mechanical pace, repetitiveness, rni..nirrn.1m skill

requirements and the ot..~er job characteristics were all found reflected

in attitudes and feelings". 12

If Walker a.'1d Guest had not adhered to a priori assumptions of

an ideal job and t.~ needs of man they could have considered the vie'! that

a law level of \<X)rk involvement and a highly ex+-...rinsic orientation could

co-exist with a high rreasure of job satisfaction. Fran the author's

conceptualisation of job satisfaction which is informed by the social

action approach of Goldthrope ~ aI, it is held that workers have certain

orientations to ....urk which define what they expect or want fran t."leir

job situation. Thus orientation to work, as Goldthorpe et al emphasised,

m:diates between what could objec---i.vely be seen as alienating, caused by

the technologically determined job characteristic and the workers exferie.'1ce

of such a situation. Such a perspective coupled with an attempt to

canprehend the structure of group relations L.., organisations in terms of

the wants and expectations of individual employees would ensure that

researchers probe into the empirical evidence apout different attitudes

and behavior patterns between groups and their differing reactions to
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the sane technology.

BIAL'NER: 'IECHNOLCGY AND ALmMICN

A path breaking effort in the attenpt of the technological

school to link technology to job satisfaction was carried out by B1auner.

Hitherto, rrcdem factory with its extrerre specialisation has been said

to rob jobs of a.'1y intrinsic rreaning and satisfaction because of the

fragmantation of work tasks. Thus mJdezn techno1og~l was assurred to be

alienating which even pranpted Ma..-'YX to conderm tb.e historical process

through which industrialisation robbed the craftsman of self-expression.

He notes that, lithe autanation itself is the subject and the worknen

are rrere1y conscious organs co-ordinated with the unconscious organs of

the autanation and together with their subordination to t.~ central

• II 13 Th ind 'al' .. ,. ed .,--rroVJ.ng power • _:us ustrl. l.sation J.n Mane s Vl.eN, turn Y..tcrNU:::U

into cogs in the It'achine, powerless to enhance their se1f-wort."l e."'{cept

through the "alien inteJ:mediary", rroney.

B1aun.er, challenged the Marxian assumption t..'1at advanced tech."1Clogy

has resulted in alienation. Going beyond t..;e tendency to regard rrode-""!l

industrial work as an entity, and then argue for or against the opinion

tr..at such work leads to alienation, B1auner asserts that there exists

critically differe.11t types of work environments within rrodern industry

and tl'..i.s diversit"j' in industrial environments leads to a variation in t.J,e

type and intensity of alienation. He therefore argues that:

"Yet within rroC.ern industry a vast process
of structural differentiation has taken
place. Although sane carmJn features link
all rrodern employment situations •.••
mJdezn factories vary considerably in
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teclmology, in division of labour, in econanic
structure and in organisational character.
These differences provide socio-teclmical
systan in which the objective conditions and
the inner life of anployees are strikingly
vari~"1t. In sare industrial environrrents,
the alienating tendencies that Harx errphasised
are present to a high degree. In others t.lJ.ey
are relatively undeveloped or have been countered
by new teclmical, econanic and social forces II •

He writes further:

"The present investigation is an attempt to
daronstrate and to explain the l.ll1even distri
bution of alienation anong factory workers in
AIrerican industry". 14

Blauner's theoretical frarrework , derived fran seeman,15 is a

rrW.tidirrensional conceptualisation of alienation - powerlessness, mearing-

less, social isolation and self-estrangerrent. He hypothesised that when

the worker lacks freedan and control (powerlessness), when his role is

so specialised that he becares a cog in the organisation, Crreaninglessness)

and when he is isolat-od from a carrnunity of work, of perSOI"..al relations

at v-.ork (isolation) the consequence is that the worker does not E."'q?erience

work as fulfilling activity and rather becares a means rather than a

fulfilling end (self-estrangement).

In validating his hypothesis, Blauner applied his alienation

concept to four blue-collar work settings differentiated by their

teclmological situations - the craft industry of printing, machine industry

exerrplified by textitles, assembly line exemplified by t.1-le a'J.to-L"1dustry

and continuous process industry by chanicals. Using Elrro Roper I s 1947

work attitude study for Fortune magazine, he compared attitudinal measures

of alienation (job dissatisfaction) for the anployees in the above

industries. He rePJrted that those in the tedmologically advanced

chemical industries as well as craftsmen in the printing trades were less
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alienated than those in textile and autarobile industries. Blauner, there-

fore interpreted his finding as evidence supporting an inverted U-curv'e

relationship between teclmological advancerent and alienation. Essentially

then, he succeeds in drawing attention to the fact that workers' alienation

is unequally distributed across various technological settings, and that

in those work situations that the worker has control, autonany, variety

and challenge - in effect in those that possess the characteristics of

the ideal job the worker is likely to be satisfied whereas in job situations

that lack these characteristics the worker is bound to be dissatisfied.

Since the publication of his work, it has witnessed a flurrv of
~__J .-"'•• ,J."""'. ...

research~rtingto support his findings and others criticising it.

In a study of oil and chemical refinery \-JOrkers, Vamplew16 finds support

for Blauner' s position. L'1. broad tenns, the study was to test t7..vo con-

flicting sets of hypotheses about work in a technical setting. Firstly,

t..'lere is the assertion that the work is dehlJI'l'lanising since it renoves rren

fran the product and process of production, and also the worker is subjected

to stress engendered by feelings of powrerlessness. Alternatively, freedan

fran machine danination is said to lead to rrore enriched work, a..'1.d also,

challenging and interesting work gives op:rators meaning in ~rk, wnich

is contrazy or rather an antithesis to the assembly line. In Blauner' s

study he depicted the work situation of CL'1emiCal operators as involving

a high level of responsibility. Generally, Vamplew's findings provide

empirical support to Blauner I s characterisation of cr..emical precess work

as eI".riched, challenging and interesting. To Vamplew the technology and

organisation gives rise to a markedly different work enviroI"llreIlt in tenns

of intrinsic interest and job satisfaction fran that of the assell'bly line.
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Fran the replies of the operators Varnplew concludes that, "a

considerable enthusiasm was felt particularly for the content of the

job. The opportunity to leanl and t!'..e interest and challenge of the

process were arrong the rrost liked or appealing features of tr.e work" .17

He quotes sane of t..~e operators as sayi"''lg "It (the work) holds your

attention, your interest is held all the tilne. I dan f t ca...""e how long

you are in here, you are always fi.nding out sanething new, a naY way of

doing sanething. And you get great satisfaction out of solvL.'"lg a prablem,,~8

Another worker is quoted as saying "if sonet.lUng goes wrong I get a great

deal of satisfaction when I stop and work out what has cat;Sed it - \vork

it out on my own and then put it right" .19 Thus fran his findings,

Vamplav, like Blauner, argues that the opportunities provided by the

technological dema.'1ds of one's work are very ftmdamental in dete..."'lnining

his level of jab satisfaction.

Besides Vamplav, COtgrove20 L.'"1 a study of five chemical process

plants in Britain, provides empirical support for Blauner f s contention

that workers in autanated work settings are less alienated than those in

mass-production systems. He focused his analysis on t..l..,e central core of

alienation - self-estrangerrent which is characterised by an instrurental

involveIre.'1.t. To COtgrove, toNO characteristics of the work stand out 

firstly, the enthusiastic reports of the opportunities which the work

provided for leazning and personal growth and secondly, the generally high

level of interest and absence of rronotony. According to COtgrove, wherever

the operatives spoke it was a.1.nost always abollt the ct.ance to learn, the

interest of the process and t.~ opportunity to use their own intelligence

and initiative. A worker is quoted as sayi.'1g, "You've got to use your
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brains. If there is trouble you've got to use your brains. If there

is trouble you've got to find the cause. If there is a fault with tr.e

pump it is no good calling the fitter and saying the punp is not working,

you've got to tell him just what is wronglt. 21 To Cotgrove, if an

instrumental L.ivolvenent in work is the najor criterion of alie!1ation,

the evidence fran the chemical process worker can be taken to rrean that

he is certainly less alienated than ItOst factory workers in the sense

that the job provides oonsiderable intrinsic satisfaction. His findings

broadly confinn Blatmer' s conclusion that lithe chemical worker is less

likely to be subjectively alienated than the autan::lbile worker lt •

L'1 another study, WeddeJ:bum and cranpton, 22 focused on wurkers

in a large chemical ccmplex. The authors hypothesised t-1lat structures,

attitudes and behavior in the different works at Seagrass were influenced

by what they teJ:med technology. They therefore treated the production

process as a crucial independent variable using the-Woodward classification

23of technology. In t.~e continuous flow production works, it was found

that operators found their jobs interesting and felt overwhelmingly that

the aIrOtmt of discretion they had in their work was adequate. On the

other hand, workers i.'1 machine-paced jobs found their jobs boring and

felt they had no freedan and could not try ou.t their own ideas. The

Seagrass study in the view of the authors confinned t.~e point t.l-),at a way

which technology, crudely defined, did influence attitudes was t.l-),rough

its effects upon the work enviromre."lt making it IIX:lre o!:' less pleasant and

also through its effect on the content of t.l-),e tasks which had to be done.

Besides the blue-collar work situation, Blauner's ideas have been

applied to the white-collar setting, In an errpirical test of Blauner' s
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ideas on alienation, Kirsch and I.engenran24 applied it to alienating

job conditions ar.d feelings of self-estranganent in a study of t.lrree

1:yF.es of workers in a white-collar setting. Instead of focusing on

differences in alienating conditions associated with different industrial

settings, the authors focused on differences in alienating conditions

associated with different types of jobs within a white-collar setting.

In testing the relationships between alienating conditions and feelings

of self-estrangement arrong their sanple of white-collar workers, the

authors distributed a pre-tested 57 i tern questionnaire to 150 employees

in the operations division of a large bank. Three types of employees

who differ in their exposure to alienating conditions were used as

samples - carputer personnel, clerical workers and machine operators.

'!he measures of alienation in their study were powerlessness, rrear...ingless

ness and lack of prarotion opportunity as objective alienating conditions,

and that of self-estrangsnent as subjectively experienced alienation.

The basic tmderlying hYPJthesis of their study was that white

collar jobs differ in the extent to which they subject workers to

alienating conditions. Their analysis supports the contention that just

as there are different types of industrial settings, so too are there

different types of white-collar jabs within the white-collar setting, which

differ in their objective features in a way that scree workers are

consistently rrore subject to alienating conditions than others. The

authors also found substantial differences in levels of self-estrangem=nt

but also the applicc.bility of these ideas to the white-collar setting of

m:xiem office \vork.

In a study in which he focused on Iran-machine relationships rather
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than the interindustrial canparison, Sheppard,25 provides empirical

support for Blauner' s finding. He replicated Blauner I s sttrly arrong a

total sample of 305 factory workers. In his study Blauner pointed out

that there is no technological harogeneity in any given industry or

finn, which poses the problem of internal technological differences in

various fiDllS and industry. Following this line of reasoning, Sheppard

argues against the practice of canbining different man4llachine relation-

ships into one category. In order to discern the effects of job content

on worker attitudes in different technological environrrents, workers '"

in his study were selected by the quota method. The autanated workers

were refinery control :man IrOr.itors, whilst the craft and rneci'..anised

workers were frc:rn an autarobile assetrbly plant. The auth.or, like Blau."1er,

repor-....ed an inverted U-pattern on the alienation scales. Though his

findings support Blauner, he nevertheless emphasised that, variations

in attitudes to work cannot be eat1Pletely attributed to job content and

technology •

26Fullan also reported on the link between technology and worker

integration. The literature in the technological fraIrS\'Ork has suggested

a linkage between the type of technology and organisational stl:ucture and
--../

also the satisfacticn of the worker. Pullan on the other hand examined

how industrial i.."1tegration in the organisation varies according to tr..e

type of Lcchnology, characteristic of the organisation. Defining

integration in teJ::ms of the degree to which industrial workers feel

isolated or related through interaction, Pullan reported on a sample of

1491 Canadian factory workers working .in 3 different socio-tec.J.mi.cal

systems - craft, mass and continuous process. He hypothesise::l that
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teclmology influences the type of relationships that a worker has with

the organisation and that the level of integration of t.1'le worker in the

organisation will be highest for oil workers, followed by printers and

lowest for autarobile workers.

Pullan tested his hypothesis using 4 indices of integration -

individual attitudes tc:Mard his fellow workers, first line supervisors,

labolJr-managem=nt relations, the status structure of the organisation and

the canpany. As hYtxlthesised, Pullan found that oil workers were the

rrost integrated in ten!'.s of fellow workers, fir~t line supervisors,

labour-managem:nt relations, status structure of the organisation and /
J/ tJ ()'1 - '" I - ...,r...- ~/

evaluation of th~y~ ~~~~ ~~~ ~~. ct;'s~ed'ano~;fb;~~'"'-';'~ .
- ~ .._.~"- i' 'l '

~ ••I.1. ....... ..t:~ ~ .. ,

workers on a rreasure of labour tun10ver which has been used as an indirect

measure of work dissatisfaction. He ter..ded to agree wit.~ Blau..'1eI' that

social integration can mitigate the effects of objectively alier.ating

work which he found to be the case arrong textile workers.

This contention was supported also by Pullan's own previous

work27 in which he found that oil workers in spite of the fact that

certain aspects of their work are potentially alienating (e.g. lack of

control over work process) score lowest on an i..'1dex measuring the degree

of subjectively experienced alienation. Essentially, a I!'arked degree of

alienation inhibits integration. On the basis of his fi.."1di...J.g~, he

concluded that though technology may not be the only detenni.nant of

worker i.."l.tegration in the organisation, it is one of the rrost iIrlportant

factors which facilitates or inhibits integration.

'Ibough Blauner's finding has been generally supported, a fevl

researches have provided conflicting results. In a study concerned ,,,rith
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worker alienation in autanated plants operating in continuous process /'.<' I

industries, susman28 challenged the validity of Blau"'1er's finding t.."lat

reduced worker alienation is always associated with autarated technology.

Basically, Susman I s study was guided by 2 concerns: (a) Is the low level

of worker alienation observed in continuous process LTldustries due

solely to the presence of autanation or are there other characteristics

of the work process which could account for this observation; and (b)

Does alienation continually decrease as plants becane rrore autanated.
/
I

In SeE"..king an answer to the problem of what causes people to be alier.ated

fran their work, Susman used 3 i..'1di.ces of alienation: meaninglessness,

!'.onnlessness and fX'Werlessness. using a questionnaire, the author focused

on such continuous process industries as petroleum, refinery, industrial

chemicals and plastics, cerrent, electric power, beverages and gypsum.

In his canparisan of discrete and continuous process jobs, Susman

reports an increase in noIInlessness, :r::owerlessness and rnear.inglessness

as the degree of autanation reaches higher levels. Susman's finding

basically contradicts Blauner's, with regard to the presumption of

continued job irnproverrents associated with increasing levels of autanation.

The rrost recent criticism of research on alienation is directed

at the evidence Blaur.er presented in support of the inverted ij-curve

hypothesis. Berg ~ al29 contend that Blauner' s data do not consistently

suPfOrt the hypothesis. In another study by Hull et aI, 30 it is asserted

t."lat Blauner' s U-curve hypothesis is suPFOrted if the textile category

is excluded, and :fX)inted out that rrost replicatioreof Blauner' s U-curve

hypothesis have anitted this category, for exa."I1ple Fullan (1970).

Fonn,31 ope=ating in a technological perspective sought to
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introduce sare clarity into the contradiction between findings on

~rker satisfaction and the theorising about it. Basically, the

fund.arrental questions this concern led him to were: Do auto workers

hate working and seek to escape it? Do they despise the factory

environment? Does increasing mechanisation make autarobile workers rrcre

discontented with their jobs? Do workers with equal skills evaluate

their jobs in the same way irrespective of the recaTlCY of industry in the

country? Fonn' s research whic..~ was designed to answer these questions

focused on autc::rrobile workers in four countries (U. S. Italy, Arge."1tina

and India) •

Using technology and its associated job characteristics as

indeF€I1dent variable, Fenn found that workers in all four countries

regardless of tL~eir skill and job routines or the cornplexity of plant

tec..'1nology, tend to be generally satisfied with ~rking, fac-...ory ernploy

rrent ar.d t.~ir specific jabs. Also he found degree of satisfaction

varies directly with the arrount of skill and control over ~rk operation,

though a nuro.ber of factors external to work may influe..."'lCe job satisfaction

(for example age, marital status, etc.). His finding, t.~at skilled

workers find work satisfying and do not need social interaction whilst

the unskilled find jobs rrore satisfying when they have high opportlD'lity

to interact with work mates sUpt::Orts a socio-technical view of jobs

satifaction.

ShepPard and Herrick' 5
32 study hi9}-1~ights t.i1e influence of

technology in detennining job satisfaction. In this study, t.he aut.~o::-s

focused on the work itself, dete.-1"'ffiined by the technology of t.~e produc-...ion

process to the extent to which it allows for autonany! responsibility I
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variety and creativity. The authors contended that much of t.~

dissatisfaction expressed by workers could be directly related to the

kind of jab they do, in that certain jobs are undesirable. Thus base::i

on their conception of the characteristics of a good job, the authors

IXJstulated and in fact found evidence to sUPIXJrt their contention that

job satisfaction is rrore a factor of the technologically detenn:ined

situation in which a worker finds himself. They t.1-}erefore argued for

job conditions which will provide the characteristics of the ideal jcb

and thereby give the worker sate job satisfaction. In their ccmni.t1rent

to a humanised. \\Ork, the authors allowed this camd.tJnent 'to cloud t."1eir

vision concerning the demmds of anpirical daronstration.

This concern with the problem of alienated labour fueled by the

technological school has intensified in the recent past and (this conce-"'"Il)

has even been daronst...""ated in an action-oriented reIXJrt titled. "Work in

Amer
' ,,33
~ca •

A corrm:m conviction of adherents of the technological school

is that the \\Orkplace must provide the worker with (a) tasks that are

rrore self-fulfilling and self-respecting and (b) a greater latitude for

exercising Personal control over the \\Ork itself. But in their study

Goldthrope ~ al IXJinte::l out that the wants and expectations, in this

case, intrinsic rewards, were not as crucial as extrinsic ravards in t.'1e

worker's attachrrent to his job. The Luton sttrly, however, did provide

sate support to Blauner I s idea in that it W-<1S found that rrost of the

asserrblers derived. little or no satisfaction fran the characteristics

of their jobs. Nevertheless, Goldthorpe et al remarked: "Our findings--
reveal that for the workers in these 5 groups, industrial enployrrent
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offers significantly different patterns of satisfaction and deprivation,

and further that these men differ in the stance they take WNards vicrk

and the rceanings they give to it II • 34

Implicit in this quote is a perspective on job satisfaction

that allows for the interplay of worker's orientation to work and the

organisational re'Nard system which does not preclude technologically

detennined job characteristics. This perspective called the social

action approach argues that the worker's experiences outside work which

he carries to the jc:b situation rrediates between the objective situation

and how he perceives it. Thus in spite of the technological darands of

the job situation, an important detenninant of work attitudes and

behavior at work is the worker's definition of the situation and the ends

to be served, detennined by his wants and experiences.

Fran this perspective a weakness of t..~e technological school

is that it does not pennit explanation of differences in levels of

satisfaction arrong workers working with the SaITe technology. Though

Blauner recognised the importance of impersonal factors and their

influence on subjective and behavioral responses to alienating col"'..ditions

he didn't include that in his analysis. Following from the social action

approach, an approach which provides the theoretical frarrew'Ork for this

study, a worker's job satisfaction cannot be easily detennined by the

technological denands of his job, but also account should be taken of

the worker's orientation to work which detennines how he perceives t..~e

job situation. A difficulty with the socio-technical approach is the

conception of an objectively alienating condition. To Silvennan35

implicit in this is a rroral judgerreni: about th.e sort of work whic.~ ought
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to be satisfying. A rrore illuminating approach should rather exami.ne

the ends and conceptions of expectation which men actually do bring to

work and then canpare these with the actual nature of their work.

A furt.l1er lirnitation of the socio-techni.cal approach is that it

has a universalistic conception of human needs and human nature. Several

studies have pointed out that there is not..'1..ing like universaIity of human

needs though serre psychologists and social-psychologists have pointed out

that mature adults strive for self-detennination, self-inidative, responsi

bility and self-actualisatiop. Scx:::ial experiences contribute to ~

shaping of a worker's expectation and needs which by definition is the

worker's orie.1"1tation to work. As Goldthorpe et al pointed out "wants and

expectations are culturally determined variables not psychological

constants and fran a sociological standpoint what is a fact of major interest

is the variation in the ways L"1 which groups differently lcx:::ated L"1 the

social structure actually experience and attempt to Ireet the needs which

at a different level of analysis may be attributed to them all". 36

Though the author agrees with the contention of the tect'.Jlological

school that job characteristics are ~rtant in detenninining the job

satisfaction of workers, the relationship between technology and jab

satisfaction is not a simple one because there are certain crucial variables

which interact wit.'1 technology to determine job satisfaction. The problen

of job satisfaction is then reduced to work related values that are

inst.rurrentally reached through work, because since different w-orkers have

different orientations to work they will be rrotivated in different ways,

and be satisfied by different objects.

A study which derronstrates this perspee--.i.ve is that by 'l\n:ner
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and Iawrence. 37 In this study, the authors sought to find the effect of

technology on job attitudes and job l:ehavior at work. Specifically, the

authors were interested in the variations of workers response to the

nature of work which is to a large extent technologically detemined.

The central hypothesis of the sttrly was that, there would be a favourable

response (High attendance and high job satisfaction) to caTq?lex or

involving tasks (High Requisite Task Attributes) and an unfavourable

response (L<Jv.l attendance and low job satisfaction) to rrore highly prograrrm:d,

less demanding ~'Ork (Low Requisite Task Attribrr-...es). On the basis of their

hypothesis, they developed a scherre for classifying and measuring

relevant task attributes measured in tenns of such attributes as variety,

autonany, interaction, knowl¢ge, skill and responsibility. These

attributes then fonred what they tenred Requisite Task Attributes (RTA.).

Besides the central hypothesis, the authors designed their study in such

a way that they could be able to account for results which are inconsistent

with their hypothesis. These supplerrentary variables included situational

factors (pay, satisfaction with canpany, forem:m, and work group); individual

characteristics (age, education, seniority, etc.) and perceived task

attributes (the arrount of variety, autonany, etc. required by the tasks

perceived by the worker) •

The authors \vere able to find support for their central hypothesis

that favourable responses to high RrA scores would lead to high attendance

especially when the task was relatively canplex and demanding. The

confinlE.tion of this hypothesis points to the fact that technology

influences job l:ehavior at least when measured by work attendance.

However, the authors failed to find any significant relatioI"'.ship
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between task canplexity and job satisfaction. When they crosstabulated

job satisfaction with RrA Index scores the pr:imaIy hypothesis was not

ccnfinred as there was no significant association between job satisfaction

and R'rn. index scores. According to the authors, two oont--radictory

tendencies accounted. for the overall lack of relationship between RTA and

job satisfaction which pranpted them to focus on supplementary variables.

It was only after they had employed the variables of ~rker's backgrour.d.

(town or city dweller) that they found a pattern. They found that city

workers expressed rrore satisfaction with low than with high R'rn. scores

whereas town ~rkers were rrore frequently satisfied with high tl"..an '.vith

low scoring tasks.

Thus this study points to the fact that though technology could

be very important in deteJ:mi.ning ~rk.er' s job satisfaction, this relation

sbip is influenced significantly by the worker's background which by

definition is his orientation to work. Thus in spite of the fact that

the sample was exposed to the sane technology the ends sought in the ~rk

situation differed which accounted for variations in their response. This

lends support to the author's contention that a worker's orientation to

work and its interaction with the work situation is wr..at deteDni.."'les job

satisfaction and not technology per se.

Hcwever, in spite of this position, exponents of the technological

approach have continued to FOi.'1.t out what they perceive to be the

unfortunate effects of \'~rk sirrplification. In brief, these writers have

argued that sirrple routine non challenging jcbs often lead to high E!It1ployee

dissatisfaction and what fran managerrent' s point of view pathological

l:ehavior. As a response to this call, writers of the technological
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persuasion have advocated the redesigning of jobs which would ensure that

all jobs are made to possess the characteristics of the ideal job. The

process of job enlargerrent then is ained at producing jobs at a higher'

level of skill with varied \o.Ork content and relative autonomy for t.l-)e

\o.Orker.

In their study, Hackman and Lawler38 point-cd out that case studies

are not likely to contribute Imlch to the develoy;::rrent of answers to

whether job enlargE!l1'eI'lt is beneficial or not. Using an ~cy theory

frarrework, the authors identified tr..ree characteristics of rrotivatir.g

jobs: (1) jobs Imlst allow workers to feel personally responsible for

a rreaning;ul portion of their w:>rk; (2) must provide outcares which are

intrinsically rrean:ingful to the individual and (3) must provide feedback

al:out what is accanplished. Thus t..'1ey argued t..'1at these characteristics

of the job can establish conditions which ~lill e.."1hance the intrinsic

rrotivation of \o.Orkers. However, they recognised the irrq;x::>rtance of the

need states of the employees and pointed out that t."'lose who are desirous

of higher order need satisfaction \o.Ould derive satisfaction fran such

jobs. Their study suggests that dependin.g on t.~e characteristics of the

\o.Orker job design practices can be appropriate sore of the tirre though

they are of the view that technology and job characteristics are crucial

to \o.Ork satisfaction.

In a review of the literature on job enlargenent, Hulin and Blood

pointed out that individual differences rred.iate between what should be

considered as objective conditions of the job and the subjective response

of workers. Ur~ike Tu...""11er and Lawrence, Hulin and Blood based their

operationalisation of individual differences on L'1tegration with or
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alienation fran middle class work values. WOrkers who are integrated

are characterised by aspirations for upward occupational rrobility and

personal involvement in work. After a review of the literature t..l-]e

authors pointed out that, " ••• the argument for larger jobs as a It'eans

of rrotivating workers, decreasing boredan and dissatisfaction, and

increasing attendance and productivity is valid only when applied to

certain segrrents of the workforce... white-collar and supervisory workers

and non alienated blue-collar workers,,~9 On this basis they proposed. a

contingency nodel which stresses the rrediation effects of individual

value differences.

In a seParate work, Hulin argued that those of technological

persuasion who stress the universality of needs and r..ence the need to

m:xlify job cr..aracteristics are in effect projecting their own needs onto

PerSons who do not share these values. Specifically he writes of such

t:eOple as "attributing to all rrenbers of a population the values I desires

and aspirations possessed by one's own peer group or subculture". 40

Though certain writers have not considered the impact of

individual differences with regard to responses to technologically

detennined job cfl..aracteristics, the argurent that there are certain

factors that interact with technology and therefore affects the relation

ship between technology and worker response, and should even be treated

as an important independent variable is gaining currency. If one attanpts

an understanding of the causal basis of the concept of job satisfaction

it becares clear t..l-}at it could not be ur..derstcod unless of course in

relation to the work values of the worker and the extent to which the

organisational reward systen fulfills these work values. The
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technological approach, though it provides important insights into what

causes job satisfaction, fails to consider fully the i.rrq;act of one I s

orientation to work and therefore what is desired fram the jd:> situation.

Following t.l1is line of reasoning it becanes clear that the way

w:::>rkers perceive the work situation would be related to the values they

place on perceived organisational reward systens as sources of satis-

faction and dissatisfaction. Vklrkers cane to the job situation with

expectations and desires, to understand what makes a worker job

satisfied,it is necessary to consider his orientation to work which

should even be treated as an important independent variable. 'lhis

point has been emphasised by Goldthorpe ~ al when they wrote, "It may

be argued t.~t in any attarpt at explaining and understanding attitudes

and behavior within rrodern industry, the probability at least must be

recognised that orientation to work which employees hold in ccmron will

need to be treated as an important i.''ldependent variable relative to

the · 1 . ." 41:ll1 P ant s~tuation •

Thus following this perspective the first task of organisational

analysis is to distinguish the orientation of different rrembers wr..ich can

help appreciate their definition of the situation and ends to be served.

It is t.lj,e contention of t..~e author that lrllen job satisfaction studies

start with a conceptual analysis of the concept, then orientation to

w:::>rk and its interaction with a worker I s percePtion of the organisational

reward system should be seen as primary to an understanding of a worker I s

jeD satisfaction - a perSPeCtive which does not preclude the influence

of technologically detennined job characteristics. Thus the selection

of orientation to w:::>rk does not imply any narrowly dete--rmi.ni.stic position.
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The author therefore agrees TNith Perrow's assertion that:

"What is held to be an independent and
dependent variable when one abstracts general
variables fran a highly interdependent and
canplex social systan is less of an assertion 42
aoout reality than a strategy of analysis ••• It

The author does not therefore intend to replac."! one simplistic

asSl..mlPtion with another. Instead, he intends to draw at.tention to the Feint

that the logical independent variable when one considers the conceptual

basis of job satisfaction is orientation to work and its interaction with

the organisational reward systan. T'ne trends in the literature therefore

present sane direction for a new conceptualisation of jcb satisfaction

and job behavior. In the next chapter the author offers a conceptual

isation of jd:> satisfaction based on the social action approach and his

research strategy.
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JOB SATISFACTION: A SOCIAL ACI'ION APPROACH MTI RESEAP.CH S'I'RATEGY
~ -

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

The literature has shown that there are two canpeting approaches

to the study of jab satisfaction; The first beir.g the socio-technical

approach with its emphasis on the influence of teclmologically detennined

job characteristics on job satisfaction, and secondly the social aC+-..ion

approach which stresses the influence of wants and exr:;ectations, simply

the orientation to work that workers bring to t.."leir job situation and its

interaction with the perceived organisational reward system.

In fonm.1l.ating the theoretical frarrework for the explication of

job satisfaction, the author has elected to focus C!1 workers' orientation

to work. It is the contention of the author that if progress is to be

nade in our l.ID.derstanding of job satisfaction, attention has to .be given

to a conceptual analysis of the concept. Despite all the work dcne L.'"1

tl"'..is area-ove.r 3,300 papers published up to 1976, I.ccke contends ti'.a.t

our understanding of the concept has not increased substantially. He

attributes this state of affairs to the atheoretical nature of rost of,
the researches and also their lack of concern for causal relationships':

The objective of this study then is to fonnalise a conceptualisation

of job satisfaction which will have functional utility. Lccke explains

that to understand a phenarenon the researcher rmJSt attanpt to locate it

within a conceptual frarrework of analysis. This therefore derrands t.~.at

31
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the first question a scientific investigator must ask is not "how can I

IreaS'..Jre it l
! but rather "what is it?". 2 Larouche ani DeloIlt'e have also

anphasised the i.np:lrtance of conceptualisation preceding generalisation

of a phenanenon on the basis that "a t.~eoretical definition is a vehicle

for an iroplicit conceptualisation of job satisfaction whic.~ directs the

rrethod used in order to measure the phenarenon". 3

A position along these lines has also been explicitly stated by

Goldthorpe et al when they wrote:

" • •• the question of satisfaction fran work
cannot in the end be 1JSefully considered
except in relationship to the rrore basic
questions of what one would term orientation
to TM:>rk. Until one knows sanething of the
way in which ~rkers order their wants and
expectations relative to the anployment until
one knows what rreaning work has for them, one
is not in a position to mcierstand what overall
asseSSI'CElt of their jcb satisfaction may rrost
appropriately be made in their case" 4

Thus workers order wants and expectations relative to their employrrent

and it is this orientation which workers bring to their work environrrer:t

t.'1at a scciological perspective on the concept of job satisfaction should

advance as the rrost hipJrtar.t independent variable i.."1 any theoretical

rroClel of job satisfaction.

The debate on the notion of orientation to \olOrk between Daniel

and Goldthorpe5 has been concerned with two basic issues, narrely: (a)

"Are workers priorities fixed by forces ~...ernal to the .....arking situation?"

(b) Do t..'1ese priorities remain constant over a period of tirre?,. In the

debate Daniel accuses Goldt..~rpe~ al of neglectinq i ....lternal influence

(technology) and overstressing external influences (hare life, econroic

life and status relation in t.."le family). Though nobody denies the
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influence of job context factors in detennini.ng job satisfaction, why

these factors are relevant to a worker's job satisfaction cannot be

understood tmless one has considered the societal factors shaping an

individual's ordering of his wants and expectations fran ·work. Such an

approach then allows for an appreciation of the interplay between

external and internal factors in detennini.ng a worker's level of job

satisfaction.

Such orientations are however socially generated and sustained

because men have no inherent, genetically given orientaion to work.

Tilgher's study, 6 denonstrates that the rreani.ng of work has shifted

along with changes in the social order and thus orientation to work is

greatly influenced by the social structure in which one lives and it is

also a result of socialisi11g ex£?eriences. Thus it is tx>ssible for an

individual's culturally rroulded orientation to work to change gradually

overtime, which Irakes the question of meanings in work problenatic.

This however, dces not preclude the use of orientation to work in

explaining job satisfaction because the attitudes and behavior of members

of an organisation can only be explained when their definition of t.."le

situation and tr.e ends r..ave been understood.

The relationship bet-ween social-psychological variables (work

values) t."1eir interactions with job context factors and job satisfaction

is especially i.ro[:'ortant for the conceptualisation being presented. This

realisation that job satisfaction results fran the person-enviro1'mCIlt

interaction has been expressed by various writers. Schaffer proposed

that job satisfaction is a function of need fulfil1rrent. He wrote;

"overall need satisfaction (Le. job satisfaction) will very directly
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with the extent to which those needs of an individual which can be

satisfied in a jcb are actually satisfied. The stJ:onger the need the

rrore closely will job satisfaction depend on its fulfillment ll
•
7

Spitzer,

proposed that "job satisfaction is a positive function of goal attainment.

If the employee attains his goals, he will have high job satisfaction,

but if he dces not attain these goals, he will have negative affect ll
• 8

Russell also maintains that "job satisfaction is a function of the

importance attached by the workers to the extent to which needs are

generally rret in the work situation relative to the way in which these

~rkers have ordered their wants and exJ;eCtatiOI"'.s". 9 (Orientation to

VJOrk) Thus the conceptualisation being presented is consistent with t..l1e

data in the field.

In effect the interactionist vier.r represe.."1ts a conceptual fraIIE

VJOrk which maintaL'1S that jcb satisfaction results fran the interaction

between job incurrbents and their jc:b context. Implicit in this approach

is the notion that levels of jc:b satisfaction are de~"'TCIined by the amount

of cong:ruence between individual work value system and organisational

reward system. Lawrence Pervin expt:esses a similar viel when he wrote;

"A matchor best fit of individual to enviroma1t is vier.red as expressing

itself in high PerfoD'r.3I".ce, satisfaction and little disturbance in the

system \-IDereas a lack of fit is viewed as resulting in decrease Perfonr.ance,

dissatisfaction and disturbs the systan". 10

Thus to explain variations in job satisfaC+-i.on arrong employees

of the sane finn demands that the researcher roake an effort to understand

their orientations to work and their percePtion of the organisational

reward system which takes cognisance of job characteristics.
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The objectives of the author in t..'1i.s study are (a) To detennine

t.."1e work values of the sample and sane of the influences shaping these

work values; (b) To investigate the place of orientation to work as an

explanatory variable in the study of job satisfaction and (c) Dete-?1nine

which category of organisational rewards 3re important in influencing a

worker's job satisfaction.

RELEVAN'CE OF THE S'!UDY:

Studies of job satisfaction are ultimately aimed at making

assessrcents about PeOPle and jabs so that improverrents can be m3de in the

jobs themselves or that appropriate rareCies are taken to ensure a

better fit between the individual and his job. Jc:b satisfaction and its

correlates, have therefore, becane the favourite research topic of

scholars interested in organisational effectiveness.

Industry as Roethlisberger ra:rarked, is not only an organisat..ion

for the prarotion of econanic PUrPOses but also a human organisation L~

which the hope and aspirations of indivic.uals are trying to find expression.

Organisations are then faced wit..~ two basic fu."lctions; (a) that of

producing a product and (b) that of creating and distriliuting satisfaction

arrong the individual rrerrbers of the organisation.

Physical scientists have worked to provide industry ~rith the

tedurical knowledge to increase efficiency. However, technological

advancement per se cannot assure us of any increased production, and it

is therefore apparent that mankind has net leazr.ed how to organise voluntary

human co-operative effort with the efficiency and dexterity t..l-w.t he
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organises-the asserrbly line. The implication is that, whilst man has

succeeded in developing technological proficiency, he has not succeeded

in \IDderstanding what IIlakes the huren elerrent tick at the workplace.

'Ibis, however, does not rcean that behavioral scientists have not

becare aware of this problem. On the contrary, since the pioneering

work by Mayo and Associates, volumes of job satisfaction studies bave

arerged.

oriented.

Unfortunately rrost of these sttrlies have not been theoretically

In recent times, however, a group of scr.olars have argued that

teclmology is the forarost factor to be considered in any explanation

of workers' attitudes and 1:::et'.aviour. As a result of her South East

Essex Studies, Wcx::rlward concluded that llt.l1ere appear to l:::e considerable

differences between production systems in the extent to which the

,situational demarrls' create conditions conducive to human happiness". 12

Though technology is not entirely unilrq;xJrtant in detenn.L"".:ing

job attitudes, the tendency of attributing to it the role of the sole

explanatory variable should be challenged as being too detenninistic.

In their study, Goldthorpe ~ al pointed out that "technology vJaS clearly

the major factor detennining the level of intrir.sic satisfaction whic..~

our respondents were able to derive fran their jabs .•.but nonetheless

little systena.tic association was revealed arrong the workers ••• i.mrediate

experience of their work situations as technologically conditioned, and

the range of attitudes and behaviour which they rrore generally displayed

as industrial employees" .13 Thus it is evident fran this perspective

that technology e:::~ does not deteIltline an employees job satisfaction.
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Though it conditions the objective features of the work situation, the

way workers are oriented to work mediate their perception and experience

of these cbjective features.

The present study which contributes to this debate adopts the

perspective that if jab satisfaction studies begin with an attanpt at

conceptual clarification, a worker I s orientation to work is a rrore logical

explanatory variable.

In his study, "Work Values and Job Satisfaction", Milton Blood

re","iewed the work of previous investigators \vho have discussed work

values as they are related to the ideals of the Protestant Ethic. 'Ihese

earlier researchers have predicted differences in levels of job satisfaction

fran the knowledge of religious affiliations. He therefore contended that,

if such differences are predictable on the basis of religious affiliations,

psychological explanation require that they be rrediated by sore

psychologically measurable differences. If work value differences can

be rreasured, Blood argues that it should allow for the prediction of

within group differences in job satisfaction as well as between group

satisfaction.

Blood, however was net sure whether a causal relationship

exists between the work value d.i.mer.sion and job satisfaction but contended

that work values precede and influence job satisfa~..ion. He urged future

researchers to probe the relationship between work values and jcb

satisfaction. He wrote, "whet.~ a causal relationship exists between

the work value cli.rrension and jcb satisfaction is a researchable question.

It seems rrore logical to the author to assume t..~at work values precede

and influence job satisfaction rather than the opposite. Future research
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should investigate this relationship". 14 To serre extent, the present

study is a response to t."1is challenge.

It is theoretically plausible that the way a person evaluates

work in general should be related to his attitudes and values. Sareone

who thinks work is an abanination will likely be unhappy even in the

rrost pleasant work situation whilst a person who feels that p;rsonal

~rth results only fran self-sacrificing work would likely derive sore

satisfaction even in a menial job.

The bourgeoning interest in job satisfaction can be linked to

the E!IIerging concern about the quality of life. Humanitarian interest

in what goes on ~ the work place where the \vorker spends rrost of his

working life has been pramptedJby the realisation that job satisfaction

..

is one rreasure of the quality of life in organisations. It is therefore

appropriate to understand the causal mechanisms underlying the concept

of job satisfactior. even if it is not directly related to job perfonnance.

However, there is a consensus of research opinion that job

satisfaction is related to errg::::>loyee turnover and absenteeism both of which

are costly to an organisation. IS In spite of this realisation nothing

could be done unless one is aware of t.'l.e causal basis of t..~e concept in

order to take practical preventive rreasures to curb t..~e nagging problan

of labour tum.over and absenteeism.

Organisations can then influence job satisfaction by producing

a congruence between employee values and perceived organisational reward

system. The ultirrate goal of this work then is to rrake a contribution

to the current debate arrong industrial sociologists about the place of

orientation to ~rk as an explanatory variable ill t.'1e study of attitudes
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(joo satisfaction) and behaviour of industrial workers. If this goal is

achieved it will represent a small step in the developrent of skills to

secure htm'laIlity's capacity for spontaneous co-operation.

HYPCYrnESIS

It is postulated that the way workers perceive the job

environrrent will be a function of their orientation to work. Evidence

is therefore sought for the contention that variations in orientation

to work manifested by workers, exert a pervasive influence on tr..e

perception of and response to the relative str~J.gth of various job

context ar.d job content factors as sources of satisfaction and dissatis

faction.

To test the validity of a node!, the associated theoretical

frarrework BlUSt prcvide logically consistent deductions which are arrenable

to enpirical check. In this study, the fonnulation of job satisfaction

resulted in a conceptual framework made up of a set of relationships.

The framework developed focused on joo satisfaction as a dependent variable

and was operationalised as a function of the perception that one's job

fulfills or allows for the fulfil1ltlent of one 1 s work values.

In those organisations where anployees' values are congruent

with the reward systan, such enployees will report high levels of job

satisfaction and vice versa. A conceptualisation should however be

tested and in order to do so it must give rise to a hypothesis. My

hypothesis formally stated is that:
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Job satisfaction is a positive function of
the atta.i.nrrent of work values. '!he more
important the value the trore strongly will
job satisfaction depend on its fulfil1Irent.

Besides the primary hypothesis, two secondary hypotheses were

tested. One of these concerns variation in work orientation aI".d levels

of jcb satisfaction. Writers who emphasise the orientation to \I/Ork

approach in studies of job satisfaction have pointed out that different

workers have different sources of satisfaction. Thus, sare workers

derive satisfaction fran factors inherent in the jcb (intrinsically

oriented) whilst others derive satisfaction fran factors external to the

job (~..rinsicallyoriented). What really matters, t.'1en, is satisfying

one's own orientation. In a study by saleh and Hyde the level Of jcb

satisfaction of the intrinsically oriented group was canpa.red with that

of the extrinsically oriented group. It was found that the intrinsically

oriented group was rrore job satisfied than the extrinsically oriented

which supports their hypothesis that "'!hose who are intrinsically oriented

would show higher levels of general satisfaction than those who are

extrinsically oriented" .16 The aut.l1or wishes to test the validity of

this assertion.

It has been pointed out earlier in the study that human beings

are not born with any in.~erent, genetically given orientations to work,

but rather, the-meanings they attach to work are socially generated and

sustained. This realisation has pranpted sociologists to identify t..~

social forces that shape an individual's orientation to work. In a

study by 'l\u:ner and Lawrence, it was pointed out that an individual's

camnmity of socialisation (rural/urban) has an effect on the meaning
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he attaches to work. Their hypothesis fonnally stated was that liThe

large urban cultural setting is associated with a different resp::>nse to

work than a rural or t.c::Mn envirornrent". 17 The aut.'1or tested the validity

of this assertion with his sample.

Mm'HOOOICGY

As already f.Ointed out I the author's pw:pose is to provide a

causal basis for the concept of jdJ satisfaction. ceriving fran the

conceptualisation of job satisfaction proposed in this study I it is not

only the value system of workers that determine satisfaction though it

is the principal det.enninant. An intervening variable is the perceived

organisational reward system. Figure 2.1 depicts a cc:nceptual scheme wi.th

which the author investigated the interrelationship arrong the inde:fS"'J:1ent I

intervening and dependent variables.

FIGURE 2.1
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THE DATA BASE

To test the hypothesis deduced fran the author I s conceptualisation

of job satisfaction a secondary analysis of J. Loubser and M. Pullan's

data on "Industrial Conversion and Workers Attitudes to Change in Different

Industries,,18 was perfonred.

The data were obtained from the responses to a face-sheet

questionnaire by 2,832 male employees living in the Oshawa-Toronto-

Hamilton region and ~rking in 17 finns in 6 major industrial canplexes 

oil, cheni.cal, electrical,printing, autarobile and steel. These industries

were selected on the basis of exPected variation in technology and the

fact that they have been the subject of canparable studies in other

cotmtries. The data were collected by ffiea.r.5 of mailed questionnaire

accanpanied by the nonrel follow up and reminder letters to non-reSFQndents.

The response rate which on average was 50.3 r-ercent, ranged from a low

of 35. 7 percent for one of the electrical finns to a high of 78.2 percent

for a printing finn.

The standard procedure for selecting respondents \vas to sarrple

t..'1e hourly rated workers in direct prcduction, skilled maintenance workers

and irrrnediate supa.rvisors in each finn. The production wcrkers in the

sample, according to the authors, are skilled and semi-skilled because

tmSkilled workers do not relate directly to the production process cr,d

the questionnaire v-.'aS found to be inappropriate for them. Thus, according

to the authors, the skill level in the sample is higher than that for the

average Canaeian industrial worker. Within all but the 3 large firms

employees :L."1 each of t..l-le 3 jcb categories, i.rm'ediate supp-IVision, skilled
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maintenance and direct proouction were non-randanly sampled. In the

autarobile fiDns I the authors sampled 50 Percent of skilled maintenance

and 20 Percent direct proouction ~rkers, respectively I and 5 Percent

of i.rrItediate supervisors in the smaller firms whilst all i.rrrrediate

supervisors in the larger firms were included in the sample. In the

largest Electrical products and Printing finns, they sampled 50 r;ercent

of direct production workers and all individuals in the other 2 job

categories whilst in the steel finn, 40 percent of supervisors and 20

Percent of the other 2 job categories were sampled. Generally. then the

sample was drawn fran enployees engaged in direct produ~...ion, maintenance

or first level sl,lpervision and classified into 4 major occupational

groupings: 147 managers, 274 forerren, 1628 skilled workers and 774 sani

skilled workers.

On the issue of non-respondents the authors si..Irply eliminated

fran the returns a questionnaire that has one or rrore pages unan5Vlered.

The questionnaire itself went through several revisions and was pre-tested

on a srrall number of ¥lOrkers in a steel plant in a suburb of Toronto.

The importance of the pre-test was that it provided a way to detennine

if the proposed qu:stionnaire ~uld function and if the respondents would

co-operate in the research effort.

INSTRU1ENTATION

For t.."'1e pUJ:FOse of this study the questionnaire was organised

into three main parts:
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were used to obtain infonnation about the personal background of the

workers which might be related to their work values. These variables were

chosen to provide biographical and darographic data which have been

empirically observed to be related to differences in behaviour. Such

items include age, marital status, ccmrnmity background, social class,

level of education, father IS OCCl.JP;ition and work history.

b) Job Satisfaction: A single rreasure referred to as satisfaction with

the jab in general (JIG) 'VlaS used to rreasure job satisfaction. "Taking

into consideration all the things about your job (work), how satisfied

or dissatisfified are you with it?" Responses were based on a Likert

five J?Oint scale. Besides the JIG measure, the author used the job

description index rrea.sure (JDI). The JDI is an adjective c..~eck list which

measures a respondent's satisfaction with separate aspects of t..l-)e job,

pay, prarotion, recognition, ability to use skills. Srni t."'1, Hulin and

Kendall
19

have presented data concerning the validity and reliability

of this measure.

c) Orientation to Work: A si11gle m1ClITbiguous question was used to

rreasure a worker's work value. "When you thin1< abC\..'t taking a job in

another plant or ca!1f2IlY, what do you think is the rrcst i.nipJrtal'lt consi.der

ation?" Responses incluCled both extrinsic and intrir.sic rewards.

DATA lo..NALYSIS

All the computation was undertaken using SPSS. In the preliminarj

stage of t..~e analysis the author sought to detennine the distributional
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characteristics of the variables. This is because an initial examination

of the frequency tables enables the researcher to ensure that each variable

has sufficient variability to be used in subsequent relational analysis.

Additionally, a frequency distribution in the early stages of the

analysis enables the researcher to check the reliability of the data.

This is to ensure that it has been coded, punched, and input to the

, 'f" 20
des~red spec~ ~cat~ons.

The next step of the analysis was concerned with eliciting the

respondents work values and the influence of the biographical and

dem::graphic variables on a respondent's orientation to work. To tap

work values, respondents were asked a single unambiguous question and en

the basis of their responses they were classified as either intrinsically

or extrinsically oriented. ''When you think about taking a job in anot.1.er

plant or carpany, what do you think is the nest i.rop?rtant consideration?

Higher pay and benefits
M:>re interesting work
M:>re security
More control over my work

pace and quality
Better chance to use my

abilities
Better opportunities for

advancem:nt (Extrinsic)
A greater sense of accarplish-

rrent (Intrinsic)

Though there is no absolute consensus on the categories of work

values it appears that values relevant to jobs and werk fall into 2

categories as pointed out by Herzberg et ale Extrinsic values relate to

aspects peripheral to t.~e job and rrore concerned Viit.~ the organisational

environment whereas intrinsic values relate to the job itself.

After dete....-rni...~g the work values of respondents, the author
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proceederl to examine the influence of biographical and dem::::x;raphic

variables on a worker's orientation to work. This was done by

correlational tests. Psychological theory has been used to explain a

worker's work values and little relevance has been attached to the social

sources of these values. A strictly sociological approach to such a

problem would assume that the values a worker places on various segments

of his jab are primarily a function of his social class, family back

ground and the specific groups with which he identifies. 2l 'Ihe author

therefore sought for the influence of a worker's out of work experiences

on his orientation to work. However, it is the author's contention that

experiences on the jab could also affect one's orientation to work so he

examinerl the influence of job level and technology on orientation to work.

The author wishes to point out that though he examined the influence of

jab level on orientation to work, the reinforcing processes by which

jabs affect orientation to work and orientation to work reflect back on

jabs are too cc:rrplex and beyond the Pararreters of his data.

To examine the relationship between orientation to work and job

satisfaction the author used another question to measure t..~ rewC3ICs a

respondent perceives to be getting fran his job environment. "Which one

of t.~ following factors would you say is the rrost important to you L.'1

your relationship to your Canpany?"

a) The material benefits I get fran my job. (Extrinsic)
b) My relationship a.Irl loyalty to the rren

who work with me and the oanpany itself. (Extrinsic)
c) The sense of fulfil1.m=nt and aca:mplishment

I get from my jab itself quite aPart fran
such things as security and wages (Intrinsic)

d) 'Ihe feeling of being Part of a concern that
is trying to achieve cert.ain goals and that
I am contributing to reaching these goals (Intrinsic)
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Responses to this question '"-'ere dichotc:rnised into either intrinsic

or extrinsic. The author reasoned t.J,at it could be possible that sane

respondents who indicated an extrinsic or intrinsic orientation ~uld be

in job environments whose rew~Y(j system would be congruent with their

orientation whilst others would be in job environments whose reward

system would be incongruent with their orientation. On the basis of t.~is,

respondents were classified into 3 groups - intrinsic, extrinsic and

mixed. If the hypothesis holds, then those who are either ex+-...rinsic or

intrinsic ~uld be jcb satisfied because their orientation to ~rk is

congruent with their perceived organisational reNard system whilst those

in the mixed category ~uld be dissatisfied. This is because their

orientation to work would be incongruent with their perceived organisational

reward system.

To test the hypothesis, the author used a rm.1ltiple classification

analysis (M:A) and the sarre procedure was used to test Saleh a rd Hyde's

hypothesis. To run the analysis of variance (anova), a single question

rreasuring job satisfaction in general was used as t.~e dependent variable

and orientation to work as the independent. The author used the sarre

procedure to control for the effect of the biographical variables sL'1gly

and collectively on the relationship between orientation to ~rk and jcb

satisfaction. In order to find the influence of satisfaction with various

facets of the job on general job satisfaction, the aut.J,or correlated the

JDI measures with jcb satisfactic:n in general. Pearson's R was used to

ascertain the contribution of the JDI scores to general job satisfaction.

Since t..us sttrly has been described as a contribution to an on

going debate it is necessary to examine the influence of technology or
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job satisfaction. Blue collar ~rkers fran three different industries -

printing, oil and autorrobile were selected to represent three types of

socio-technical systans identified in the literature - craft, continuous

and mass production S']stems.

Initially, the author correlated job satisfaction with socio-

teclmical S']stan as the indePendent variable. In order to discern t..."1e

-causes of variation in jd::l satisfaction t..."1e nm was repeated with

orientation to work controlled. Finally, the author created. a c~site

measure for intrinsic and extrinsic satisfaction and canpared acrcss

ir.dustries •

'Ihus for rrost of the analysis, the author used correlational

strat...~ for the primary and secondary analysis. This involved both

simple and rnultiple correlations because in sociological researches,

researchers are usually interested in the investigation of sets of

relationships arrong two or nore variables and the type of analysis chosen

depends largely on the characteristics of the v-ariables and also must

be adapted to the purpose and data of the investigation at hand.

Subprogram cross-tabulation designed to handle data a..'1a1.ysis

involving cross-classification of variables was used. The study used a

combination of measures but the prilnary ones were Crarrer 1 s V.

The Cramer's V has been found to be the nost useful measure of associaticn

for canparing the strength of relationships involving naninal variables.

Additionally Crarrer I s V ranges fran zero to un.ity even wherl numbers of

22rows and columns vary between tables. In order to ensure that relationships

are not chance ones the author used significance levels (p) because it

also provides a relevant and useful way of assessing the likelihood that
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a real difference exists and .also worthy of interpretive attention. 23

Finally, in probing the hypothesis that jab satisfaction is

contingent upon value-fulfillrrent the author used multiple classification

analysis (~). M:A was used be"...ause it allows for the analysis of

variance and the estimation of the effect of the independent or the

dependent variable. Additionally, it has been found to be useful when

factors being examined are attribute variables like orientation to work

and jab satisfaction and also when the categorised variables are inter-

related.

LIMITATICNS OF TEE STUDY:

This study attanpts to provide a causa.l analysis of the concept

of job satisfaction by advancing a theoretical refonnulation of jab

satisfaction using orientation to work as independent variable. Though

this study, hopefully provides an insight into such a befuddled area

it is limited on two grounds which should be expected when one fishes in

another I s h"aterS.

a) Measurenent of Orientation to Work:

The rreasurernent of the concept is currently a thorny issue as

no adequate measures exist. Though Daniel has criticised the use of

questionnaires and interviews the use of the concept in itself implies

that the author has an idea of what he is looking for. However, the

fact still remains that the rreasurerrent of the concept is problematic.

Bennet has suggested the use of a wide-scale questionnaire approach

. . 24
backed up by indepth interviews.
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A seoond problsn with the concept of orientation to work is

whether such an orientation can be consistent over a period of time. It

is quite possible for an individual who perceives his jab environment as

not providing the opporttmities for his work values to make a trade-off

for Sate other itans which has good prospects of being attained. '!his

problem. notwithstanding, the author was merely interested in measuring

orientation to work at a point in tiIre and sane of the factors influencing

it.

In spite of these limitations, the author is hopeful that they

were not in themselves potent enough to affect the credibility of the

study.

In the next chapter the author presents his firxlings orgalused

around these therres - orientation to work and its social correlates;

orientation to work and jcb satisfaction and finally technology and

jcb satisfaction.
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CHAP1'ER THREE

DATA ANALYSIS AND IN'lERPRErrATICN OF FnIDINGS

As pointed out this study is a contribution to the debate i..'"l

industrial sociology alxmt the place of orientation to work in explaining

job satisfaction relative to technology. This debate which has spanned

several journals has led to twu distinct schools - t..~ technological

and social action schools. The technological school maintains that

the technologically detennined job characteristics should be considered

as a fundarrental detenninant of worker attitu::les (jab satisfaction) and

work behaviour. A corollary of this frarre,.vork is that each distinctive

technology, be it an autarated process or autarobile assembly-line, will

give rise to characteristic work tasks that will detennine t.."1e job

satisfaction or dissatisfaction of workers in that technological

enviroment. This frarrework derives its theoretical strength fran

certain ontological assumptions about human needs am. therefore jcbs that

allcw workers use of their skills, control over the workplace and oppor

tunities to be creative would be found satisfying. This is because they

satisrf the need for self-actualisation.

The perspective which provides the franev.ork for this study

recognises the bnportance of t.ecfl.nology in detennining job satisfaction

but argues that in order to understand the concept of job satisfaction,

it is ilnperative to focus on the orientation to work that workers bring

to their job situation; because it is this orientation which defines what

the worker wants out of his job situation and conseque.'1t1y which perceived

53
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organisational reward he will fi..'1d satisfying.

Thus the conceptual franework developed focused on jab satisfaction

as a dependent variable and the orientation to work which workers hold

as a crucial indePendent variable. This action frane of reference, as

already pointed out, is that chiefly employed by Goldthorpe et al in

their study of Luton w"Orkers which indicates that it is possible for

~rkers to value certain rewards and devalue others dePending on their

Perception of their work situation.

At the logical level of analysis, this frarre-~rk provides sore

justification for the contention that the mediating influence which

variations in orientation to work exert on job attitudes has greater

explanato~J fX'WErr for an underst.aJ1.ding of the causal basis of job

satisfaction than the technological approach. Follcwi.ng this line of

reasoning, the author I s main purpose in this study was to explore t.~

usefulness of the orientation to work approach for explaining and clarifying

the absence of consensus anong investigators when a causal analysis of

the concept of job satisfaction is the overriding goal of their research

effort.

The data a..'"lalysis reported here are organiseci around three thares;

orienta-tion to wcrk and relationship to background variables; orientation

to work and job satisfaction and finally technology and jab satisfac+-ion.

In the first stage of the analysis, the author used a single question to

measure t..'1e work value of the respondents and on the basis of their

responses they were classified as either extrinsically or intrinsically

oriented. Using correlational analysis, the author examined the influence

of selected background variables on orientation to work. In the second
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stage, the author employed multiple classification analysis to test his

hyPOthesis that jab satisfaction is a function of work-value fulfil1rrent.

To do this, a question was used to rreasure t..'1e rewards a respondent

perceives to be getting from his job enviromrent and the extent to which

it is congruent with his work value. A new variable, work-value congruency,

was then created as the indePendent variable whilst a single question

rreasuring jab satisfaction was used as the dePendent variable in the

analysis of variance. In the final stage of the analysis the author

investigated the influence of teclmology on job satisfaction. Workers

from three different industries representing three socia-technical systems

identified in the literature-craft, continuous and. mass production

systems w-ere selected. Correlational analysis was then used to exami..'1.e

the relationship be~ job satisfaction and technology.

ORnNl'ATICN TO IDRK AND RELATIONSHIP TO BACKGROtJND VARIABLES

Lfl the initial chapters it was pointed out that workers are root

bom with any inherent, genetically given orientation to work. Thus

whatever rreanings they attach to work is a result of socialising experiences

both in and. outside the work environment. The author I s concern in this

section of the analysis was to investigate sCIre of the background

variables that could shape a worker I s orientation to work \vh.ich by

definition determines what he desires or e>q;ects out of his work situation.

To deteJ:rnine the influence of age on orientation to work, the

author dichotanised age into those under 40 and over 40. This was because

Pa1lrer has argued that age 40 was a kind of watershed in influences made
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1by age. The general finding in the literature is that workers who are

tmder 40 tend to be intrinsically oriented whilst those over 40 are

extrinsically oriented.

TABLE 1

ORIENTATION TO WORK BY AGE

ORIENTATICN 'ro WORK

Extrinsic
Intrinsic

Phi .04 p•• 04

UNDER 40

62.5 (686)
37.5 (411)

100.0(1097)

40 AND OVER

58.6 (894)
41. 4 (632)

100.0(1526)

HCMever, the present analysis reveals the strength of tr..e

relationship between orientation to ~rk and age to be extrerely weak

although statistically significant. (see Table 1) •Poreover, the finding

did not canfinn those reported in earlier researches since those UIrler

40 are sarewhat rrore extrinsically oriented than those over 40. As 90

perce."1.t of t.~e sample are rrarried , it is possible marital st.atus could

explain the stress on extrinsic rewards. Thus in order to E::qJlain tJ.~e

relationship t.~e author ran t.~e correlation again, this ti.rre COnL'1'"Olli...'1g

for numbe.... of dependents. Table 2 illus~ates the findings with number

of dependents controlled.
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TABLE 2

ORIENTATICN 'IO IDRK BY AGE BY NUMBER OF DEPENDENTS

Orientation to workby age by number of dependents (one. or rrore) p:b.i - .01;
p. N.S.

Orientation to T.NOrk by age by number of dependents (rrore than one) phi .06,
p.N .s. - -

It is evident fran Table 2 that the overall relationship is weak

and that arrong those with one or no dependent, age does not :make much of

a difference since both age categories are a1.nost evenly represented on

the two dilrensions of orientation to work. However, arrong those wit..'1 rrore

tha.."1 one dep:ndE:I1t it could be seen fran the table that those under 40

tend to stress extrinsic rewards slightly rrore than those over 40 aI".d also

regardless of age those with rrore than one dependent are rrore extrinsically

oriented than those with one or no dependent. Though this finding is

weak, it is similar te that of Goldthorpe et al so the author agrees with--
their contention that when samples are restricted to married rren with

dep:ndents in the young age group there is a high probabilty of encounter

ing instrurental or extrinsic orientation to work. 2

Besides age, and nurrJ::er of dependents, orientation was correlated,
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wi.th level of education, dichotarised into those with less than high school

education and those wi.th high school or rrore education. The general finding

in the literature indicate that the task-centred opp::>rtunities for self-

actualisation are of prine importance to highly educated workers whilst

those with less education tend to stress extrinsic rewards in work.

TABLE 3

ORIENI'ATION TO IDRK BY EDUCATION

ORIENl'ATION 'IO IDRK

Extrinsic
Intrinsic

LESS THAN HIGH SCH<XlL

62.0 (1211)
38.0 (743)

100.0 (1954)

HIGH SCHOJL OR IDRE

54.6 (366)
45.4 (304)

100.0 (670)

Phi .07 p.ooe

The present analysis indicates a low fX)sitive association between

education and orientation to work although statistically significant (see

Table 3). Hcwever, the finding does confirm those in earlier researches

since those wit...'1 high school or rrore education are sanerNhat rrore

intrinsically oriented than those with less than high school education.

The relationship be'l:ween education and orientation to work could be

explained by the fact til.at education is a canponent of social class and

since value systems are considered to be characteristics of socially-

stratified groups, highly educated workers who are likely to be middle

class would be intrinsically oriented canparec1 to workers with low levels

of education who are likely to be working class nenbers.

Besides education, the author examined the influence of subjective
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class identification on a respondent I s orientation to work. In a study

by Kohn and Schooler it was found that rren of higher class position

judge jobs rrore by intrinsic qualities wl:'.ilst rren of lower class position

rrore by extrinsic characteristics. 3 Although the present relationship

is not strong, the direction of the relationship is consistent with

Kohn and Schooler I s finding.

TABLE 4

ORIENTATION TO IDRK BY SCX::::IAL ClASS

ORIENTATICN 'ID IDRK

Ex+"...rinsic
Intrinsic

Phi .07 P .02

MIDDLE ClASS

58.6 (828)
41. 4 (586)

100.0 (1414)

IDRKING CLASS

62.8 (730)
37.2 (432)

100.0 (1162)

Another background variable idantified in the literature as an

influence on one I s orientation to work is religious affiliation. In a

study of a stratified sanple of Detroit residents I.enski found differences

in work values between four socia-religious groups. His general finding

was that, Protestants were rrore likely to be carmitted to the ideals of

the Protestant Ethic than Catholics. 4 In a table not reported the author

found a negligible positive association between orientation to work and

religion (Phi . 07) •

However, religious affiliation is not the only variable used in

explaining orientation to work because researchers have pointed out that

an intrinsic orientation to work is primarily a middle class work value.
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In order to assess the extent to which social class mediates the

relationship between orientation to work and religious affiliation the

author ran the correlation again controlling for social class. Table 5

illustrates the findings.

TABLE 5

ORIENrATICN TO IDRK BY RELIGICN BY SOCIAL CLASS

ORIEmM'ICN TO mRK MIDDLE CLASS PROl'ES'I'l-Nl' CATHOLIC

Extrinsic 59.0 (493) 59.7 (188)
Intrinsic 41.0 (343) 40.3 (127)

100.0 (836) 100.0 (315)
WORKING CLASS

Extrinsic 62.2 (402) 68,4 (201)
Intrinsic 37.8 (244) 31.6 ( 93)

100.0 (646) 100.0 (294)

Orientation to work by religion by scx:::ial class (middle class)
Phi .01 p. N.S.
Orientation to work by religion by social class (working class)
Phi .06 P .06

It can be seen fran the table that controlling for social class,

the strength of the relationship differs for the two groups. ~lTOng the

middle class, religious affiliation does not make Irnlch of a difference

with regards to orientation to work. It could be therefore argued that

middle class affiliation overrides the effect of religious affiliation.

However, there is a slight difference with regards to intrinsic orientation

arrong the working class, as working class Protestants are slightly rrore

intrinsically oriented canpared to working class Catholics. In the view
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of Huli.."1 and Blood such ,workers are integrated into middle class work

5values.

One of the secondary hypotheses tested in this study was Turner

and Lawrence's finding that workers with a :rural background are intrinsi-

cally oriented whilst those with 'lll:ban background are extrinsically

oriented. Ccmnunity background was categorised into 3 grO'..lPS based on

population size - areas with - less than 20,00-0- were considered rural,

over 20,000 but below 500 ,OOQ considered urban whilst areas over 500,000

were considered metropolitan. Table 6 depicts the author' 9"" finding when

orientation to work is correlated with cc:mrn.m.i.ty background.

Table 6

ORIENTATICN TO mRK BY CQvMJNITY BACKGROUND

ORIENTATION TO mRT<

Extrinsic
Intrinsic

Cremer's V .01 p. N.S.

RURAL

59.7 (650)
40.3 (439)

100.0 (1089)

URBAN

60.9 (646)
39.1 (415)

100.0 (1061)

Mm'ffiPOLITAN

59.4 (272)
40.6 (186)

100.0 (458)

The present analysis indicates a negligible positive association

between orientation to work and ccmnunity background and even so, there

is no real differences in orientation to work between the 3 groups.

However r Turner and Lawrence ccnjectured that size of a carmunity does

not in itself influence work values directly but religious affiliation

could mediate the relationship. They therefore wrote:



"Frequently this urban rural dichotany is
associated with religion in that the rural
type of response to \YOrk is thought to be
rrore closely related to the "Protestant
Ethic" whereas the urban type of response
is rrore likely to be identified with
catholicism. It can be argued for example
that a rural and Protestant upbringing
tends to prcm:>te an attitude toward living
in which involvement in \YOrk and the job
are rrore highly valued than in a culture
with less stress on individual achieverrent
and rrore interest in social and political
activity off the job".6

To test Turner and Lawrence's finding, the author introduced

religion as an explanatory variable dichotanised into catholic and

Protestant.

TABLE 7

ORIENTATICN TO IDRK BY CCM1L"NITY BACKGroUND BY RELIGICN

ORIrnTATICN TO WORK ProI'ESTFNr RURAL Uf'J3l4N METRO

Extrinsic 59.6 (377) 60.5 (347) 60.6- (171)
Intrinsic 40.4 (256) 39.5 (227) 39.4 (111)

100.0 (633) 100.0 (574) 100.0 (282)

CATHOLIC

Extrinsic 63.7 (179) 64.5 (178) 60.3 ( 38)
Intrinsic 36.3 (102) 35.5 ( 98) 39.i ( 25)

100.0 (281) 100.0 (276) 100.0 ( 63)

Orientation to work by ccmnuni.ty background by religion (Protestant)
Craner's V .01 P N.S. .
Orientation to work by camnmity background by religion (Catholic)
Cran'er's V .02 P N.S.

62
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Table 7 reveals that the intrc:xiuction of religion as a control

variable did not change the pattern markedly arrong roth groups. Besides,

the relationship was statistically insignificant and extrerrely THeak.

The author therefore did not find any support for the contention that

ruralities are lil!ely to be intrinsically oriented and hence derive

satisfaction fran intrinsic aspects of the job.

Another influence on orientation to work identified in the

literature is respondent's skill level. A study by centers and Buge.Tltal

reported that the value placed on intrinsic and extrinsic rewards in

\'JOrk was a function of occupational level. 7

~.BLE 8

ORIENTATICN 'ro rl0RK BY SKILL LEVEL

MANAGERS SKU ,I ED SErv!I-SKTI,IED

Better pay and benefits
!-bre security
Bet~ opportunities for ac.vancerrent
Over extrinsic orientation

More interesting work
Better chance to use abilities
!-bre control over workplace
Greater sense of accanplishment
Overall intrinsic orientation
Number of cases
Cremer's V .11 p.05

18.8
10.4
28.5
57.7

7.6
16.7
0.7

17.4
42':3
144

23.5
14.1
24.0
6I:6

9.8
16.3
2.0

10.3
38.4
1523

22.1
18.0
18.9
59:0

12.4
14.0
5.9
8.7

41.0
TIS

As an analysis not reported here, found differences in orientation

anong the three skill levels was to be statistically insignificant and
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weak, an analysis of the canponents of orientation to \'.Ork by skill

level was tmdertaken. Arrong the three skill levels, concem for better

pay and benefits was important whereas the semi-skilled in addition

stress rrore security. On the intrinsic dimension, the managerial class

appears to be rrore concerned with a greater sense of accanplishrrent

than the other ~ levels. Although there is only a low positive

association between orientation to \'.Ork and skill level the finding is

in the predicted direction.

In their "Affluent Worker Studies· l
, Goldthorpe et al asserted

that, the extent of sccial rrobility (highest occupational status achieved)

was ilrp:>rtant in detennining a respondent's orientation to work.' They

remarked that, "a fair aIrotmt of evidence can be produced fran our

sttrly to lend support to the idea that dcimward rrcbility in sare fonns

at least, rray be a source ofa markedly instrumental view of work" . 8
To

examine the influence of work histOl:y on a respondent's orientation to

wurk ,the author correlated orientation to \'.Ork with present job,

controlling for the influence of first full-time job.
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TABLE 9

ORm:rATICN ro mRK BY PRESENT JOB BY FIRST-FUIL..JI'IME JOB

ORImTATICN ro mRK UNSKU.T,ED SEMI-SKJI.T,ED SKUJ,ED FOREMAN WHITE-<OLIAR

Extrinsic 62.1 (197) 64.6(462) 65.9(58) 61.3 (19)
Intrinsic 37.9 (120) 35.4(253) 34.1(30) 38.7 (12)

100.0 (317) 100.0(715)100.0(88) 100.0 (31)

SEMI-SKILLED

Extrinsic 57.2 (127) 61.2(255) 51.8(44) 62.9 (22)
Intrinsic 42.8 ( 95) 38.8(162) 48.2(41) 37.1 (13)

100.0 (222) 100.0(417)100.0(85) 100.0 (35)

SKTIJ,ED

Extrinsic 58.7 ( 27) 58.6(109) 50.0(22) 53.2 (25)
Intrinsic 41.3 ( 19) 41.4( 77) 50.0(22) 46.8 (22)

100.0 ( 46) 100.0(186)100.0(44) 100.0 (47)

WHITE-<:CJLIAR

Extrinsic 57.4 ( 31) 55.9( 57) 56.5(13) 53.8 (14)
Intrinsic 42.6 ( 23) 44.1( 45) 43.5(10) 46.2 (12)

100.0 ( 54 100.0(102)100.0(23) 100.0 (26)

Orientation to work by present jab by first jab (unskilled)
Cramer's V .03 p.N.S.
Orientation to work by present job by first job (semi-skilled)
cramer's V .06 p.N.S.
Orientation to 'WOrk by present job by first job (skilled)
Cramer's v .07 p.N.S.
Orientation to work by present job by first job (white-collar)
Cramer's v .02 p.N.S. -

As Table 9 reveals work history (first job) does not have any

rrarked influence on the relationship between orientation to work and

present joh
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Havever, within the skilled and white-rollar occupational categories,

there is the t.eneency arrong those who have experienced downward IrObility

to be slightly less intrinsically oriented canpared to those who are

stable.

A rest:Qndent I s father I s education and occupation have been

identified to be related to his orientation to ~rk. Elder has noted

that a father I s occupation should be considered an important factor in

the socialisation process and the transmission of work values to

children. 9 Gel"lerally, having a well educated father would rrean that

the parental values to be transmitted will stress rest:Qnsibility and

other intrinsic work values. However, social class in North Arrerica

(as in rrost parts of the world) is primarily detennined by incare and

education and occupation is ronsidered an index for' the two variables. 10

The relationship between social class and orientation to work could

therefore be explained as the cumulative effects of education and

occupa.t~onal t:Qsition. To examine the relationship between a rest:Qnde.'1.t IS

father I s occupation and his work values the author controlled for father IS

education and the results are presented in Table 10 belOVl.
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TABLE 10

ORIENTATION ro WORK BY FATHER'S CCCUPATION BY FATHER'S EDUCATION

ORIENI'ATIOO 'ID WORK WHrrE-cOLIAR BllJE-COLIAR FARMER

LESS THAN HIGH
SCHOOL

Extrinsic 61. 9 (96) 61. 9 (867) 61.0 (230)
Intrinsic 38.1 (59) 38.1 (534) 39.0 (147)

100.0 (155) 100.0 (1401) 100.0 (377)

HIGH SCHOOL OR
IDRE

Extrinsic 48.4 (30) 51.2 ( 64) 53.8 ( 7)
Intrinsic 51.6 (32) 48.8 ( 61) 46.2 ( 6)

100.0 (62) 100.0 (125) 100.0 (13)

Orientation to work by father's occupation by father's education
(less than high school)
Crarrer's V .01 p.N.S.
Orientation to work by father's occupation by fa1:l'...er' s education
(high school or rrore)
Cramer's V .03 p.N.S

The relationship between a respondent's orientation to w"Ork by

father's occupation controlling for father's education is not statistically

significant. As Table 10 reveals, regardless of father's occupation

respondents whose fathers had less than high school education tend to

stress extrinsic orientation. However, anong respondents whose fathers

had high school or rrore education occupation does rrake a difference with

regards to orientation to work. The relationship between higher education

al"ld occupation of respondent's father (especially whit~o11ar) supports

Saleh and Singh's finding thatthere is a positive relationship between
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the skill level of the father's occupation and intrinsic work values. 11

As Silvennan has pointed out, one of the objections to social

action analysis is that by playing down the i.np:>rtance of organisational

deteI:minants of ,.;ark orientation, it apPearS to imply that only factors

external to the organisation are important. He further points out that

a quick reading of the analysis of the Luton material (GoldthorPe, 1966)

could easily lead to the conclusion that the action frame of reference

is correctly and Perhaps canpletely characterised by an assumption that

external factors alone shape orientations to work, a Perspective which

th th
. 12

e au or reJects.

In his analysis of influences that shape an individual's

orientation to work, the author focused on the relationship between

orientation to work and the inplant situation indexed by the worker's

relationship to technology. For the PUrposes of this sttrly the author

,vas only interested in variations in orientations that are a result of

a worker's relationship to a SPecific technology so he used craft, mass

and continuous process production system.

TJo.BLE 11

ORImTATION TO VORl< BY Tro1OOr.cx;y

ORIENl'ATION TO VORl< CONrINUOUS MASS

Extrinsic
Intrinsic

Cramer's V .04 p.N.S.

64.5 (245).
35.5 (135)

100.0 (380)

61. 3 (750) 58.9 (277)
38.7 (473) 41.1 (193)

100.0(1223) 100.0 (470)
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As Table 11 reveals regardless of technology blue-collar workers

in this sarrple tend to stress extrinsic orientation to work.

In this section of the analysis, the authJr has attanpted an

investigation of the factors that shape a worker's \'JOrk values. As

evident fran t..~e tables, IrOst of the relationships are weak and one can

not make any substantive inferences fran such relationships. Havever,

quite a f€!N such as educati.on, skill level and social class showed a

low positive association with orientation to \.,ork which indicates that

\'.Ork values could be the characteristics of socially stratified grou..os.

An ilnportant i.11fluence on one I s orientation to work could be his class

position which is built on the cumulative effects of educational training

and ocC'.JPational i:X'siticn. Education is irnprotant in that it provides

or fails to provide the ability for self direction whereas the ilnportance

of occupational position lies in the extent to which it also provides

or fails to provide the experience of self-direction in work.

ORIENTATION TO WORK AND JOB SATISFACTION

The overriding concern of the author in this study is to test

his contention that jab satisfaction can.'1Ot be meaningfully understcod

unless it is considered in relation to the lNOrker' s orientation to work.

For t..'1.e purt::Ose of this study orie.."'ltation to work was defined as the

\'.Orker's attitude to work as a whole, as well as, specific aspects of

it. Job satisfaction f the major dependent variable was defined as a

function of t..~e discrepancy between what an individual wa'1ts out of his

job and VJhat he perceives the job situation to be providing. The prina..""'t'
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hypothesis then is that job satisfaction is contingent upon work value

fulfillment and the rrore imt:ortant the value, the rrore crucial will jab

satisfaction depend on its fulfillment.

A question which directly rreasures a \\Orker' s \\Ork value was

asked am it i:ncluded both intrinsic and extrinsic work value systans.

Besides this question another, which measures the perceived rewards

fran a respondent's organisational enviro11I'le1'lt was also employed.

FollCMing the author's conceptualisation, respOndents whose \\Ork

value is congruent with the perceived organisational reward system

\\Ould be satisfied whilst those whose \oo1Ork values are incongruent with

the perceived rewards \\Ould be dissatisfied. using multiple classifi

cation analysis (M::A), the author investigated the influence of orientation

to work, classified into 3 categories on job satisfaction. Table 12

illustrates the findings.



TABLE 12

JOB SATISFACl'ICN BY ORIEm'ATION TO OORK
CCNI'ROLLING

IDRK-VAllJE aNI'OOLLING CCNl'ROLLING CCNl'roLLING FOR FATHER'S CCNl'ROLLING ALL
CONGRUENCY FOR AGE FOR MARITAL STATUS FOR SCCIAL CI.J\SS cx:x:m>ATION FOR JOB lEVEL CCNI'ROLS

JOB SATISFACl'ICN
UNAIiJUSliW AIlJUSTED I

ETA aRm

3.60 3.62 Extrinsic 3.61 3.60 3.60 3.60 3.62 3.61

3.54 3.48 Mixed 3.54 3.54 3.54 3.54 3.54 3.56

3.77 3.86 Intrinsic 3.89 3.93 3.93 3.93 3.87 3.86

.07 Beta .05 Beta .06 Beta .07 Beta .07 Beta .07 Beta .05 Beta .05

.01 .01 .07 .03 .01 .01 .03

.
I

Eta

MAIN~ OF WJRK-VALUE CONGRUENCY ON JOB SATISFACTION .08.

a. Job Satisfaction has a gram nean of 3.60

b. The mixed c.ategory represents those\\t1ose work values are incongruent with their perceived organisational
reward system.

71
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Fran the Table we can. see that job satisfaction has a grand rrean

of 3.60. Respondents whose ,york values are congruent with the :PerCeived

organisational reward system have a mean satisfaction which is rcore

than the grandmean (3.62 for extrinsic and 3.86 for intrinsic) canpared

to 3.48 for those wnose work valLES are incongruent with the Ferceived

organisational reward system. Thus, \\mlst those wnose work values are

congruent with the perceived organisational reward system have aoove

rrean satisfaction those whose \\Urk values are incongruent have below

rrean satisfaction. This finding therefore provides empirical support

for the author's hypothesis.

In order to ascertain the influence of the biographical variables

on the relationship, the author controlled for selected variables singly

and collectively, but that did not affect the relationship significantly.

On the whole, work-value congruency explains .08 of the variation in job

satisfaction.

Another secondary hypothesis that was tested "was Saleh and Hyde I s

finding that \\Urkers who are intrinsically oriented \\Uuld be rrcre

satisfied than those who are extrinsically oriented. Table 13 which is

a partial repDJduction of Table 12 illustrates the author IS confi.nnation

of their hypothesis.
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TABLE 13

JOB SATI~ICN SCORES FOR IN'I'RmSlCALLY & EXTRINSICALLY ORmn'ED IDRKERS

OEIENl'ATICN TO IDRK

Extrinsic
Mixed
Intrinsic
Beta

JOB SATISFACl'ICN SCORE

3.62
3.48
3.86

.05

Fran the Table we can see that though both groups of resFOndents

",'hose work values are congruent with the perceived organisational reward

system are satisfied those who are intrinsically oriented are slightly

nore satisfied than thosewho are extrinsically oriented. However, it

should be pointed out that while Saleh and Hyde's study tested their

hypothesis across two job levels and for ~ educational levels the

present study made no effort to do so.

In the analysis, the author also examined the contribution of

all the facet satisfaction scores (JDl Scores) to general job satisfaction.

In his 2-Factory-Theory Herzberg postulated that factors intrinsic to

the job are nore important in detennining a worker's job satisfaction

than those extrinsic to the job. 13 Table 14 provides a confinnation of

Herzberg's finding.
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TABLE 14

CCNI'RIBUI'ION OF JDl SCORES 'ID OVER-ALL JOB SATISFACTION

EXTRINSIC

WOrking Conditions
OppJrtunities for Advancerrent
AIrount of Pay
AIrount of Security
AIrount of Contact

INTRINSIC

RErATIONSHIP TO OVER-ALL SATISFACTION
(Pearson ' s R)

.25

.38

.26

.30

.26

Recognition
Control over Work Pace
Anount of Decision";Haking & Responsibility
Extent to which skills could be used
Feeling of Accanplishrrent

.46

.38

.41

.45

.52

It is evident fran the Table that factors intrinsic to the jab

are generally ITClre i.ropJrtant to job satisfaction than extrinsic factors

which explains why intrinsically oriented workers should be r.ore

satisfied than extrinsically oriented ~rkers.

In this section of the study, the author has provided empirical

support for his hypothesis that job satisfaction is a function of 'Nark

value fulfillment and saleh and Hyde t s finding that intrinsically

oriented workers would be IOClre satisfied than extrinsically oriented

~rkers. In the next section of the analysis the author will examine

the expl;matory p:JWer of technology relative to orientation to ~rk in

explaining job satisfaction.
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TECHNOLCGY AND JOB SATISFACTION

Since this study was described as a contribution to an ongoing

debate, the purpose of this sec+-....ion is to exarnir.e b'1e extent to which

the teclmologically determined characteristics of the job influence the

satisfaction of workers in 3 different industries - Oil, Printing and

Autarobile, all of which employ different technologies.

In his book, Blauner asserts that "variations in technology are

of critical interest to students of the human meaning of ·work because

technology, rrore than any other factor, determines the nature of the

tasks perfonred by blue-collar employees and has an :imp:)rtant effect

on a number of aspects of alienation,,14 (dissatisfaction). An :imp:)rtant

assumption underlying t.~e teclmologica1 approach, as already pointed out,

is the universality of human needs, especially the need for self

actualisation. On the basis of this assumption, advocates of the

teclmological approach argue t.'1at the technologically dete:rr:ri.ned

characteristics of the job are the rrost important independent \Tariable

since t.~ey deteJ::mine the fulfil1Irent of the self-actualisaticn need of

workers. Thus in the vier.v of adv-ocates of t.rus approach, job satisfaction

(alienation) would be unequally distributed across industries to the

extent that their distinctive technologies allow for the fulfilJlrent of

the self-actualisation need of their workers.

However, technology per se does not detennine jab satisfaction

but rrore :i.Inportantly it is the orientation of workers and its in+-eraction

'/'lith the perceived organisational reward system that detenni.nes job

satisfaction. Technological detennini.sts have pointed out the charactertics
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of an ideal job to be those that provide opportunities for the use of

skills, autonany, control over work pace and a feeling of acearplishrrent"

On the basis of these characteristics it is expected that workers in the

autarobile indust...ry should be least satisfied since the technologically

deteI:mL'"led job characteristics of an assembly-line do not allow such

workers opportunities for self-actualisation. Table 15 below reports

the author's finding when job satisfaction is correlated with industry. 15

TABLE 15

JOB SATISFACTICN BY INDUSTRY

JCB SATISFll.crICN Orr.. PRINTING AtJI'CM)BILE

Very Bissatisfied 3.4 ( 9) 3.8 ( 19) 9.1 ( 21)
Fairly Dissatisfied 10.8 (29) 15.2 ( 75) 19.0 ( 44)
Arrbivalent 15.7 (42) 13.0 ( 64) 27.7 ( 64)
Fairly Satisfied 51.1 (137) 51.2 (253) 37.7 ( 87)
Very Satisfied 19.0 (51) 16.8 ( 83) 6.5 ( 15)

100.0(268) 100.0 (494) 100.0 (231)

Crarrer's V .17 P .000

The relationship between job satisfaction and industry though

statistically significant (p.OOO) shows a low negative association as

indicated by a Crarrer' s V.17. However, it is evident fran the Table 'f

that workers in the Oil Industry are highest on job satisfaction 70

percent; followed by Printing 68 percent and least of all Autarobile

'14 Percent. With regards to dissatisfaction workers in the Autarobile

industry are hic;hest 28 percent, whereas Oil is least 14 percent.

Following fran the author's theoretical frarrework, it \VOuld be argued
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that the high satisfaction expressed by Oil workers is the result of

the congruency between their T,oX)rk values and their perception of their

organisational reward system. H~'ever, this finding provides a strong

support for the technological explanation of job satisfaction in that

industries whose technologically detennined job characteristics allow

for self-actualisation will have workers with high levels of job

satisfaction and vice versa.

However, in order to subject t..JU.s finding to further statistical

test the author introouced orientation to T,oX)rk as an intervening variable.

The table below illustrates the findings whe..T} job satisfaction is

correlated with technology controlling for orientation to work.

TABLE 16

JOB SATISFACTION BY TECHOOLCGY BY ORIENTATION ro ~t)RK

EXTRINSIC
JOB SATISFAL~ON ORIEN'I7\TION OIL PRINI'ING AUTCM)BILE
Very Dissatisfied 3:2""( 5) 4.4 ( 12) 6.1 ( 7)
Fairly Dissatisfied 9.6 (15) 13.1 ( 36) 13.2 ( 15)
Arrbivalent 12.7 (20) 12.4 ( 34) 28.1 ( 32)
Fairly Satisfied 58.0 (91) 52.9 (145) 44.7 ( 51.)
Very Satisfied 16.6 (26) 17.2 ( 47) 7.9 ( 9)

100.1(157) 100.0 (274) 100.0 (114)

INrRINSIC
ORIENrATION

Very Dissatisfied 4.5 ( 4) 2.6 ( 5) 12.0 ( 12)
Fairly Dissatisfied 12.5 (11) 18.4 ( 36) 25.0 ( 25)
Ambivalent 22.7 (20) 14.8 ( 29) 28.0 ( 28)
Fairly Satisfied 42.0 (37) 49.0 ( 96) 30.0 ( 30)
Very Satisfied 18.2 (16) 15.3 ( 30) 5.0 ( 5)

99.9 (88) 100.1 (196) 100.0 (100)
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Job Satisfaction by industry by orientation to work (extrinsic)
Cramer's V .15 p.002 .
Job Satisfaction by industrY by orientation to work (intrinsic)
Cramer's v .21 p .000 .

Controlling for orientation to work did not affect the pattem

found in the zero-order test. In both categories, workers in the oil

industry are highest on satisfaction whilst autarobile workers are

lowest. Though orientation to work could rrediate the relationship

between technology and job satisfaction, workers in industries where

the technology allows for self-actualisation tend to be nore satisfied

than those whose technologically detennined job characteristics do not

allow for self-actualisation. However, the Cramer's V for the

sub-samples suggest that with orientaion to work controlled technology

affects extrinsic satisfaction but not intrinsic. This probably could

be attributed to the fact that the technologically detennined job

characteristics of workers reflected in their skill levels affect such

extrinsic rewards as pay and interpersonal relationships.

Follcwing the author's conceptualisation of job satisfaction,

he did a breakdown of orientation to work by industry to examine which

of the ccmponents of orientation to work are stressed by the sample.

This was then a::rnpared with t."le Perceived optX)rtunities available in

the job situation for the satisfaction of that work value. Table 17

illustrates the breakdown of orientation to work by industry.
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'mBLE 17

ORIENrATICN 'ID mRK BY INDUSTRY

M:>st important consideration
when thinking of taking
another job

INDUSTRY
E:ITRINSIC on. PRINTING ATJ':OCMJBnE
Better pay am benefits 25T( 63) 21.6 (102) 20. 9 ( 45)
M:>re Security 9.8 ( 24) 10.8 ( 51) 19.1 ( 41)
Better opportunities for

Advancement 28.6 ( 70) 26.2 (124) 13.5 ( 29)
Overall Extrinsic Orientation 64.1 (157) 58.6 (277) 53.5 (115)
INrRINSIC
M:>re Interesting WOrk 8.2 ( 20) 8.9 ( 42) 12.1 ( 26)
M:>re Control over wurk pace & 2.4 ( 6) 2.5 ( 12) 9.3 ( 20)

quality
Better chance to use abilities 16.3 ( 40) 18.6 ( 88) 15.8 ( 34)
Greater sense of accanp1ishrrent 9.0 ( 22) 11.4 ( 54) 9.3 ( 20)
Overal Intrinsic 35.9 ( 88) 41.4 (196) 46.5 (100)
Craner's V .16 P .000

It is evident fran the table that autarobi1e workers have ~'1e

highest score on overall intrinsic orientation. Thus, fo11a.ving fran

the author's conceptualisation of job satisfaction, the dissatisfaction

expressed by the autarobi1e workers could be a result of the unavai1-

ability of opportunities for the satisfaction of their intrinsic

orientation. In other words, autarobi1e workers experience a discrepancy

in their perception of their organisational reward systan relative to

their work value and not because their ~rk tasks do not possess the

characteristics of the ideal job.

Since Herzberg, rrost studies of job satisfaction have abandoned

the tradi~onal vieN of the concept and instead have cane to perceive

it in tenrs of bo.-o set of factors- satisfaction with the nature of the
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job (intrinsic satisfaction) and satisfaction with factors peripheral

to the job (extrinsic satisfaction) .16 Besides canparing job satisfaction

by industry, the author canpared levels of intrinsic and ex+-...rinsic

satisfaction across industries.

Intrinsic satisfaction was measured by responses to these

questions:

How satisfied are you with the following aspects of your job? -

(a) The recognition you get fran your job.
(b) Your control over the pace and quality of lhOrk.
(c) The extent to which you can use your skills.
(d) The feeling of accanplishment fran the lhOrk you are doing.

Extrinsic satisfaction on the other hand was measured by responses

to the following questions;

How satisfied are you with the following aspects of your job?

(a) The conditions under which you have to ~rk (lighting, etc.)
(b) The opporttmities for advar.cement in your job.
(c) The arrount of pay you get on your job.
(d) The arrount of security you have on your job.

Each of the measures of satisfaction took the fo:rm of a Likert

type scale:
Very Dissatisfied
Fairly Dissatisfied
Arnbiv-alent
Fairly satisfied
Very satisfied

The four i terns were stmned for eac.'l scale and had a theoretical

range of 5 to 25. The range was arbitrarily divided into 3 categories

with slightly different cut-off points for the two scales. Extrinsic

satisfaction had a range of (5-9) high; (10-15) medium; and (16-25)law

whilst intrinsic satisfaction had a range of (5-9) high; (10-16)

medium and (17-25) law.
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Table 18 shows extrinsic satisfaction by industry.

TABLE 18

EXTRINSIC SATISFACl'IOO BY INDUSTRY

EXTRINSIC SATISFACI'ION OIL PRlNl'ING AtJ'ICM)BILE

High (5-9) 38.7 (103) 19.2 ( 95) 15.5 ( 36)

Mediun (10-15) 56.4 (150) 66.3 (329) 63.1 (147)

I.J:::M (16-25) 4.9 ( 13) 14.5 ( 72) 21.5 ( 50)
100.0 (266) 100.0 (496) 100.1 (233)

Craner's V .18 p .000

Fran the Table we can see that Oil with 39 percent is highest

on extrinsic satisfaction whilst Autc:m:>bile ~rkers with 22 percent are

lowest.

Table 19 illustrates intrinsic satisfaction by industry. Again

Oil has the highest satisfaction (30 percent) and Autarobile workers the

least (34 percen,t). Because of the slightly different cut~ff points

these scales indicate different levels of job satisfaction, extrinsic

and intrinsic by industJ:y but Oil consistently shows highest satisfaction

on both scales and autarobile workers lowest.

•
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TABLE 19

INTRINSIC SATISFACI'ION BY INDUSTRY

INTRINSIC SATISFACI'ICN On. PRINTING AT.J'ro1:)BTI..E-
High (5-9) 28.9 ( 77) 26.8 (133) 14.2 ( 33)

Medium (10-16) 58.6 (156) 61.1 (303) 51.9 (121)

II:M (17-25) 12.4 ( 33) 12.1 ( 60) 33.9 ( 79)
99.9 (266) 100.0 (496) 100.0 (233)

Craner's V .18 p .000

1'n this section of the analysis the author has attenpted to

explore the relationship between technology and job satisfaction and

also to ccrnpare the relative explanatory power of orientation to work

and technology in explaining job satisfaction. It is evident fran the

results obtained that workers who are in technological environrrents in

which the job chara~..eristics allow for self-actualisation would be rrore

satisfied than those whose jobs do not allcw for the fulfillment cf such

a need. Hence the consistently high satisfaction of oil workers canpared

to the consistently low satisfaction of autarobile workers - a relation-

ship which was not affected by the int...""Od.uction of orie.'1tation to work

as a control variable. Havever, a finding which seems to provide SCI!E

support for the author's conceptualisation and therefore explains the

aPParent dissatisfaction of autarobile workers was that reported in

Table 17.

It is evident fran that table that, autarobile workers had tl;<=>

highest score on overall intrinsic orientation, but they are in a job
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enviromnent where opportunities for the satisfaction of intrinsic work

values are bleak. Following fran the author's conceptualisation of job

satisfaction the dissatisfaction of autaoobile ~rkers could be explained

as being the result of a lack of congruence between work values and

perceived organisational reward system - a position which the finding

in Table 12 provides empirical support. In conclusion, then, the

statistical analysis of the data supports the original hypothesis but

provides conflicting support for the explanatory power of orientation

to ~rk relative to technology in explaining job satisfaction.

In the concluding chapter the author provides a surcmary of tr.e

findings, explanations for the inability of orientation to ~rk to

influence the relationship between technology and. job satisfaction,

implications of the stmy and finally problems for further research.
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QW'l'ER FOUR

St»1ARY AND CCNCLUSICNS

This study describes an attempt to develop a causal analysis

of the concept of job satisfaction whilst contributing to the debate

anong industrial sociologists about the place of orientation to work in

explaining job satisfaction relative to teclmology. Advocates of the

technological approach argue that the nature of the job that an anployee

perfonns is furrlarrental in deteJ::mining whether he exFeriences satisfaction

or dissatisfaction in his work. In their Luton study, Goldthorpe et al

acknowledged W.e i.nq:ortance of technology in influencing job satisfaction

but on the basis of their findings, argued that the starting !?Oint for

an explanation of job satisfaction did not lie with teclmology per se

but instead the worker's ordering of wants and ext:eetations which defines

his perception of the work situation and the rreaning thus given to work.

In formulating the theoretical framework for this study the author

elected to focus on orientation to work, because in his view, the way a

worker orders his wants and expectations is the rrost i.nq:ortant variable

that a sociological persr:ective should advance in any theoretical rrodel

of job satisfaction. Fran this persr:ective job satisfaction is detennined

by t..'1e degree of congIUeIlce between a worker I s work value system and the

organisational reward system. This conceptualisation then gave rise to

the hypJ'thesis t.~at "Job Satisfaction is apositive function of the

fulfillIrent of work values. The rrore i.nq:ortant the value, the rrore

86
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strongly will job satisfaction depend on its fulfillment".

A starting tx'int in the analysis was the discovery of factors

that account for variations in orientation to work arrong the sarople.

It was tx'inted out in the second chapter that human beings are not bom

with any genetically, inherent orientation to ~rk and therefore what

ever meaning they cane to attach to ~rk is a result of factors bot."1.

external and internal to the job situation. Analysis retx'rted in the

previous chapter revealed that nost of the relationships are weak and

statistically insignificant and hence one cannot make any substantive

inferences fran such tables. However, in spite of the generally wreak

relationships, there appeared to be a low tx'sitive association between

orientation to work and such variables as class, education and job level.

As could be seen fran Table 4 workers with middle class background

are nore likely to stress an intrinsic orientation to work canpared to

th::>se with ~rking class background. This relationship could be said to

be the curnulative effect of education and job level because as Blishen

tx'ints out, class nanbership is a function of incare and job levels.

It therefore appears reasonable that any explanation of the relationship

between social class and orientation to work must take into consideraticn

the fact that both education and job level are i ..1.cluded. Tables 3 and 8

reveal that although respondents with high school or nore education fu"ld

those in high level jobs are in t.."1.e minority in both categories, they

are nore likely to stress intrinsic orientat.i.on canpared to those with

less than high school education and those in lower level jobs.

Education might be important in the fonnation of work values

because it raises one f s aspiration as to what he can do, a tx'int noted
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by Kohn and Schooler when they wrote; IIEducational level is pertinent to

values and orientation insofar as education provides the intellectual

flexibility and breadth of perspective that are essential for self

directed values and orientation; lack of education must seriously inter

fere with rren IS ability to be self-direc+..ed". 1 Besides education,

occupation as a ccrnponent of social class also deteDnines the extent

to which occupational self-direction would be possible. Kohn and Schooler

have noted that occupational position is ilnFortant in value formation

because it deteDnines the conditions of self-direction that jobs provide

or preclude. Thus whereas conditions of ~rk at lower social class

levels tend to restrict men to focus primarily on extrinsic rewards, those

at higher occupational levels tend to stress intrinsic rewards. 2
In a

study by Friendlander, 3 it was also pointed out that ~rk values are a

primary function of one I s occupational culture, a point which gives sene

crede.T'lce to the view that the values a worker places upon the various

facets of his working envirornnent are a primary function of the social

location he occupies- and the groups he identifies wi.th.

One of the secondary hyp::>theses tested in this study was TL1rner

and Lawrence I s contention that workers with rural background seek satis

faction fran intrinsic aspects of the job and hence are intrinsically

oriented. In this study the author was unable to find any suppJrt for

this hyp::>thesis (see Tables 6 and 7) .

The relationship between orientation to ~rk and such background

variables as narital status, number of dependents, age, ~rk histo:ry w..d

religion were no where near significance level. However, when the

relationship between orientation to ~rk and present job was run controlling'
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for first job it was found that within the skilled and white-collar

occupational categories there is the tendency arrong those who have

experienced downward nobility to 1:e slightly less intril1..sically oriented

canpared to those who are stable (Table 9). In sumnary, although the

relationship 1:etween orientation to work and the background variables

are weak they seem to provide sane slight support to Friedlander I s

finding that orientation to work is a characteristic of socially

stratified groups.

The ove-rriding interest of the author in this study was to fir.d

support for his contention t.."lat job satisfaction is a fu..'"1ction of work

value fulfil1lrent; that is to say, workers whose work values are congruent

with their perceived organisational reward systan will be job satisfied

and vice versa. '[>.~ indicated in the previous chapter, 0-."0 questions

were used to create a variable - work-value congruency which was used as

an independent variable in the analysis of variance. Table 12 revealed

that those whose work values are congruent with their organisational reward

systan shCM above average satisfaction whilst t.J,.ose whose work values are

incongruent 'Hi.th their reward systan show 1:elCM average satisfaction - a

finding which provides empirical support for the author I s hypothesis

although work value congruency explains only 8 percent of the variation

in job satisfaction.

Another secondary hypothesis tested in this study was Saleh and

Hyde I s finding that intrinsically oriented workers would be nore job

satisfied than extrinsically oriented workers. Table 13 which is a

partial reproduction of Table 12 shews t.."lat although both groups 1".ave

above average satisfaction, intrinsically oriented \oJOrkers are slightly
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rrore satisfied. This relationship was explained by the finding in Table

14 which shows the contribution of JDl scores to overall satisfaction.

As can be seen fran that table, factors ir.trinsic to the job contribute

rrore to job satisfaction than those external to the job and hence explains

the higher satisfaction of intrinsically oriented workers.

Since this study was described as a cor.tribution to ti'...e debate

between orientation to work and teclmology in detenni.ning job satisfaction,

the author canpared the explanatory p::lWer of those ~ variables in his

analysis. As evident fran Table 15 when job satisfaction is correlated

with technology (defi..''1.ed by industry) it provides support for the

argurcent of the technological school that in those technological situations

which allow workers autonany, discretion, use of skills, they would

record high satisfaction canpared to those which did not allow for such

attributes. This therefore provides explanation for the high satisfaC+-ion

of oil workers canpared to the relatively low satisfaction of autarobile

workers. In order to provide support for the author I s conceptualisation

of jab satisfaction, the run was repeated controlling for orientation to

work but that did not affect the general pattern markedly as could be seen

fran Table 16.

Fran these fil"ld.i.ngS it would appear that teclmology holds rrore

explanatory power than orientation to work in explaining job satisfaction.

In the last stage of the analysis, the author did a breakdown of orientation

to work into its CQI'l'lP)nent Parts and correlated with technology (industry).

As could be seen fran Table 17, autarobile workers were highest on over-

all intrinsic orientation. Following the author I s conceptualisation of

job satisfaction, the relatively low satisfaction of autarobile workers
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could be a result of their inability to find oPFQrtunities for the

fulfi11Irent of their intrinsic work value, and not because the

technological situation does not provide the characteristics of the

ideal job.

Though the author was able to find support for his view that

job satisfaction is a function of work value atta.i..rJmc:>..nt, in conclusion,

it is fair to FOint out that when the relative strength of technology

and orientation to work is examined it appears technology is rrora r;ower

ful in explaining job satisfaction than orientation to work. In the

next section t..'"le author provides an explanation for this situation.

CCN::LUSION

In the previous chapter it was reFOrted that the findings of

this study indicate support for the socio-technical view of job

satisfaction rather than the social action approach. The purpose of

this section then is to attercpt a speculative explanation for this

contradictory finding.

Fran a social action PerSPective, Goldthorpe et aI, FOinted out

that inspite of the structuring of tasks by the technical system a

powerful detenninant of work attitudes is the worker I s orientation to

work which defines the rewards the worker will either value or devalue.

In their Luton study, their saIl'ple of workers were characterised by an

instrurre.'1ta1 orientation and although they expressed feelings of

discontent with the intrinsic deprivations of their jobs, Go1dthorpe

et ~ asserted that it was uni.Inp::)rtant in assessing their overall job
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satisfaction. They stated that "The primary meaning of work is as a

nea.ns to an end or ends external to the work situation; that is, work

is regarded as a neans of acquiring the incane necessary to suPFOrt a

valued way of life of which work itself is not an integral part. Work

is therefore experienced as mere labcw:' in the sense of an experrli.ture

of effort which is made for extrinsic rather than intrinsic rewards". 4

A rrajor difference between the Luton study and the present one is the

author's conceptualisation of work orientation as either intrinsic or

e.xtrinsj_c. A possible reason for the absence of SUPFOrt for the social

action approach could be attributed to the fact that, the sample of

workers in this study came fran a different cultural background, and

since culture is relevant in detenni.ni.ng what one should strive to

derive fran work, and what a good job is suPFQsed to be, they expressed

different wants and expectations hence IMking it impossible to provide

SUPFQrt for the social action approach.

The preceding discussion point at sane shortcanings with t..~

Luton study which invariably might have affected the findings of the

present study. However, since the author conceptualised orientation to

work as either intrinsic or extrinsic account was taken of cultural

differences with regards to a workers expectation and wants fran his job.

In this study 1 orientation to work was made the central variable but as

Daniel has noted the social action approach is fraught with problems of

OPerational definition and measurem:mt of its key variable - orientation

to work. 5 A difficult task in hypothesis verification is the develof.'(reI'lt

of accurate rreasures for the theoretical constructs if results are to

be significant and rreaningiul. This therefore rreans that rreasures should
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exhibit construct validity, that is to say, a measure must reflect a

construct according to the operational ~ifications s"et out by the

conceptualisation. This is because the definition of a construct and

its hypothesised relationship with. other variables in a system of

relationships places certain requirercents on the operation employed to

rreasure the construct.

Thus although any type of theoretically logical relationships

may be hypothesised, what is important is that the rreasure acts as

predicted, that is to say, the neasurerre.'1.t must have construct validity.

The definition of orientation to ~rk is suggestive of the fact that

one looks for at least two measures of the concept, which implies that

the researcher should be able to ascertain those things which are least

desired. Besides, one should also be able to assess the extent to which

the employrrent situation can provide opportunities for the satisfaction

of these desires, because it is :fXJssible that when one is unable to

satisfy his desires he will probably make a trade off for sarething he

has very good prospects of satisfying. These problems then attest to

the importance of Vroan' s assertion that a single rreasure of orientation

to work v..ould be misleading. 6 , Thus it is not surprising that a poorly

rreasured variable which was supposed to be central to the theoretical

fr~rk advanced was incapable of rroderating the influence between

technology and job satisfaction.

Future researchers using orientation to ~rk would have to ad.~ere

Bennett's view that no single method should be used but instead, "'matever

rreasure is used should be canplercented by others. He advocates the use

of wide-scale questionnaire backed by indepth interviews and on this
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basis, a total rreasure ~u1d be achieved by getting the individual to

respond to a number of items with respect to desire and expectation.

Finally, the score on each rreasure would be multiplied to achieve a

.te . tati' 7
ccmpos~ or~en on rreasure.

In conclusion, the author hopes that when the idea of orientation

to work as canprising two CCllI~xments - extrinsic and intrinsic is

incorporated into the social action approach and with an accurate

technique for measuring it, preferably that fonnulated by Bermett it

will improve the explanatory power of the social action approach. The

task of management then would be to try and enhance job satisfaction by

minimising the discrepancy between orientation to ~rk and organisational

reward systan.
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APPENDIX

A. First, we would like to ask you sane questions about yourself. Please
answer all questions as best you can by circling one nunber only for
each question. -

1. My sex is:

(1) Male
(2) Fanale

2. Hy age at my last birthday was:

(1) 1.m.der 20
(2) 20 - 24
(3) 25 - 29
(4) 30 - 34
(5) 35 - 39
(6) 40 - 44
(7) 45 - 49
(8) 50 - 65
(9) over 65

3. My present marital status is:

(1) single
(2) married
(3) separated
(4) divorced
(5) widowed

4. How IiU.1Ch schooling have you canpleted?

(1) Sore grade school.
(2) Ccrcpleted grade school.
(3) sane high School (academic)
(4) Canpleted high school (acadeni.c)
(5) SatE high school (teclmical or

business)
(6) Canpleted high Sdlool (teclmic,al

or business)
(7) sane COllege
(8) Ccrcpleted College
(9) Graduate or professienal training
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5. He:"" much schooling has your father carrpleted?

(1) Sane grade school
(2) Canpleted grade school
(3) Sane high school (academic)
(4) Canp1eted high school (academic)
(5) Sane high school (technical or

business)
(6) Canp1eted high school (technical

or business)
(7) Sane College
(8) Cor1p1eted College
(9) Graduate or professional training

6. What is the size of the camnmitj' in which you grew up?

(1) Rural district, fann
(2) Less than 5,000 population
(3) 5,000 to under 20,000
(4) 20,000 to under 50,000
(5) 50,000 to under 100,000
(6) 100,000 to under 250,000
(7) 250,000 to under 500,000
(8) 500,000 to under one million
(9) One million and over

7. If you had to d1..oose, to which one of the following social classes
\'wOuld you say you belong? -

(1) Upper class
(2) Upper middle class
(3) I.Dwer middle class
(4) Working class
(5) Lower class

B. In tllls section, we would like to ask you about your job and heM you
feel about the work you do. Please check one number only for each
question, when i.t applies. -

8• ~Vhat is your present job?

(1) Managerial
(2) Clerical
(3) Forem:m
(4) Skilled Production
(5) Skilled Trades (maintenance)

Tec..;mcians
(6) Semi-Skilled production (including

inspection) Repainnen
(7) Semi-Skilled Non-production
(8) Unskilled
(9) Apprentice
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9. What was the~ job you had before you took your present jcb?

(1) Sarre job (as previous one)
(2) Sarre job title
(3) Professional, supervisory
(4) Professional, nan-supervisory
(5) Entrepreneur, large business
(6) Entrepreneur, small business
(7) Managerial, high level
(8) Managerial, intennedi.ate
(9) Clerical and Sales, supervisor]

(10) Clerical and sales, nan-supervisory
(11) Labour, supervisory or foremal'l
(12) Skilled Prcduction
(13) Skilled naintenance trades
(14) Sani.-Skilled prcduction
(15) semi-Skilled non-production
(16) unskilled
(17) Other
(18) tJnspecified
(19) FaDTlers

10. What was your father' s main job or type of work during nost of his
lifetime?

(1) Professional, supervisory
(2) Professional, nan-supervisory
(3) Entrepreneur, large business
(4) Entrepreneur, small business
(5) Managerial, high level
(6) Managerial, intp..ImSdiate or 1CM

level
(7) Clerical and Sales, supervisory
(8) Clerical and Sales, non-supervisory
(9) Labour supervisory, foreman

(10) Skilled Production
(11) Skilled Trades
(12) semi-Skilled Production
(13) Seni-Ski1led Nan-Production
(14) unskilled
(15) other
(16) f.Jnspecified
(17) Fanter

~ 11. When you think about taking a jab in another plant or ccrnpany,
what do you think is the~ irrportant consideration?

(1) Higher pay and benefits
(2) More interesting work
(3) More ~ity
(4) ~re control over my work pace and

quality
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11.. (continued)
(5) Better chance to use my abilities
(6) Better opp:>rtunities for advancelrent
(7) A greater sense of accc:rrplishIrent

12. What is your yearly inccme fran your present jab, before
deductions?

(1) under $3,000
(2) $3,000 to $3,999
(3) $4,000 to 4,999
(4) 5,000 to 5,999
(5) 6,000 to 6,999
(6) 7,000 to 7,999
(7) 8,000 to 8,999
(8) 9,000 to 9,999
(9) 10,000orrrore

13. Does your wife,lhusbaIrl have a steady paying job?

(1) Yes, r.:l1l tine
(2) Yes, part tine
(3) No.
(4) I am not rrarried

14. HeM nany persons (other than yourself) depend 0."1 you for !tOre
than half of their support?

(1) None
(2) One
(3) Two
(4) Three
(5) Four
(6) Five or rrore

15. If your wife or husband works, please indicate what her or his
yearly incane is.

(1) tT~ $1,000
(2) $1,000 to 1,999
(3) 2,000 to 2,999
(4) 3,000 to 3,999
(5) 4,000 to 3,999
(6) 5,000 to 5,999
(7) 6,000 to 6,999
(8) 7,000 to 9,999
(9) OVer 10,000
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16. Taking into consideration all the things about your job (work),
how satisfied or dissatisfied are you with it?

(1) Very dissatisfied
(2) Fairly dissatisfied
(3) Neither satisfied or dissatisfied
(4) Fairly satisfied
(5) Very satisfied

17. About how long have you been with the canpa...,y?

(1) less -than one year
(2) 1 - 3 years
(3) More than 3, but less than 6 years
(4) 6 - 9 years
(5) M:Jre than 9, but less than 12 years
(6) 12 - 15 years
(7) Over 15 years

18. How satisfied are you with the follcwi.ng aspects of your job?
Please circle one number only for each aspect depending on how
satisfied or dissatisfied you are with it.

~'1orking conditions

(1) Very satisfied
(2) Fairly satisfied
(3) Not certain
(4) Fairly dissatisfied
(5) Very dissatisfied

19. Opportunities for advancem:mt.
\

(1) Very satisfied
(2) Fairly satisfied
(3) Not certain
(4) Fairly dissatisfied
(5) Very dissatisfied

20. Recognition resp:>nd gets.

(1) Very satisfied
(2) Fairly satisfied
(3) Not certain
(4) Fairly dissatisfied
(5) Very dissatisfied

21. Arrount of pay.

(1) Very satisfied
(2) Fairly satisfied
(3) Not certain



21. Atrount of pay (continued)

(3) Not certain
(4) Fairly dissatisfied
(5) Very dissatisfied

22. Atrount of security.

(1) Very satisfied '
(2) Fairly satisfied
(3) Not certain
(4) Fairly dissatisfied
(5) Very dissatisfied

~ 23. Control over work pace and quality.

(1) Very satisfied
(2) Fairly satisfied
(3) Not certain
(4) Fairly dissatisfied
(5) Very dissatisfied

24. Arlount of decision-making and responsibility.

(1) Very satisfied
(2) Fairly satisfied
(3) Not certain
(4) Fairly dissatisfied
(5) Very dissatisfied

25. Extent to which respondent can use his skills.

(1) Very satisfied
(2) Fairly satisfied
(3) Not certain
(4) Fairly dissatisfied
(5) Very dissatisfied

'\ 26. Feeling of accanplishrnent.

(l) Very satisfied
(2) Fairly satisfied
(3) Not certain
(4) Fairly dissatisfied
(5) Very dissatisfied
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27. Arrount of contact with other workers.

(1) Very satisfied
(2) Fairly satisfied
(3) Not certain
(4) Fairly dissatisfied
(5) Very dissatisfied

28. Which one of the following canes closest to describing what you
do on your job?

(1) Minding and checking a continuous
autanatic process.

(2) Using tools to prc:x:1uce sanething
that requires a lot of skill.

(3) Using and controlling a machine
to do a job that requires a lot
of decisions and skill on my part

(4) Using or tending a machine that
does not require llUlch skill

(5) Always doing the sane part of the
job on an assembly line while
other workers do other Parts of
the whole job

(6) Not a production worker

29. Which one of the following ;actors would you say is~ important
to you in your relationship to lour canpany?

(1) The material re"1efits I get fran
my job (such as pay, security, etc.)

(2) My relationships and loyality to
the men who work with ire and the
canpany itself

(3) The sense of fulfil1Jrent and
accanplishnent I get fran my job
i tse1f, quite apart fran such
things as security and wages

(4) The feeling of being a part of a
conce-.~ that is trying to ac..lrieve
certain goals and that I am
contributing to reaching these goals
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